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Abstract 
 

The present study examines the development of financial and macroeconomic variables during and 

in relation to the spread of the novel coronavirus (Covid-19) in European countries and its 

containment measures from February to October 2020. 

The research is divided into two analyses, each driven by a different quantitative approach: the first 

analysis consists of three models built on the relationship between four relevant stock markets’ 

daily performance (London, Milan, Frankfurt and Paris) and two regressors derived from the stock 

exchange’s country: the spread of the novel coronavirus in European countries relative to their 

population, the hardness of government containment measures. The three kinds of models employed 

describe the relationship are respectively linear (OLS), autoregressive moving-average with 

exogenous regressors (ARIMAX), and distributed lag. The resulting models for each stock 

exchange are later tested for forecasting accuracy through RMSE and MAPE error estimators in 

order to measure their precision in describing the actual underlying relationship. Only one linear 

model (Milan stock exchange) is reported by the in-sample statistics to be significant, and in the 

majority of cases the most accurate forecasts are produced by the distributed lag model. 

  The second analysis is an exploratory research of three macroeconomic variables in 30 European 

countries’ (Industrial Production; Unemployment Rate; Consumer Price Index), which is conducted 

through partitioning-based k-means clustering, once per month from March to August included. 

Countries are assigned membership to clusters on the base of the monthly score of their three 

macroeconomic variables, and the result is framed and plotted for each month so as to observe 

changes in the clusters’ composition and the relative adjustment of their distance. A continuous 

comparison with the concerned and most relevant countries’ lockdowns and Covid-19 spread and 

death toll reveals a stronger recession and an consistently stronger recovery for the hardest-

enforcing nations, while countries which adopted different methods and lighter measures respond 

diversely to the development of the pandemic: some nations may still incur in heavy economic 

difficulties due to the population’s sensitivity and possibly individual precaution in response to the 

rising death toll, while others (notably Sweden) appear not to be as heavily affected by the high 

spread and death rate. 

 

All the calculations in the research have been executed through R-language in R-studio 

environment. The full code is included in the project’s appendix. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The question whether the dangers of containment measures against an epidemic can be comparable 

to those caused by the epidemic itself dates to before the advent of the industrial civilization, where 

the mentioned dangers meant actual starvation: during the outbreak of the Second plague pandemic 

in northern Italy, the political representative of the city of Verona, Marcantonio Corsini, demanded 

that the government in Venice lifted the quarantine measures on his city, as the latter had begun 

experiencing a wave in deaths for starvation due to the paralysation of its textile industry – which 

the city largely depended on. It was the year 1575. (Cipolla, 1989).   

Four and a half centuries later, the object of focus has luckily shifted from survival of humans from 

complete starvation to survival of a welfare society. However, the question remains open for debate. 

Unfortunately, precise and simultaneous information concerning epidemics/pandemics, lockdowns 

and the economy becomes first largely available with the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic, which many 

researchers have looked upon since the beginning of the COVID-19 spread through Europe, in hope 

it could provide an overview on what different scenarios would await the continent based on 

national governments’ decisions.  

 

The debate regarding the impact of lockdown measures on the economic welfare, thus society’s 

overall livelihood during the global spread of the novel coronavirus, began as soon as the spectre of 

their implementation appeared in mass media and started appearing necessary in the policymakers’ 

consideration. 

 

After one year since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, a considerable amount of data 

regarding finance, national economies, government stringency measures, deaths and spread of the 

virus has been produced and made public by institutions and universities, making it feasible to 

model upon the many variables potentially affecting or describing the historical event. The aim of 

this research is to analyse the trends, correlations and potential causations among crucial factors of 

national economies, stock markets and the development of the COVID-19 pandemic in Europe 

through a set of quantitative models, both predictive and classifying, including both time series and 

cross-sectional data from the first wave of the pandemic (late winter to summer 2020), based on the 

following general research question: 

 

• What are the relationships between European economies, the first wave of the Covid-19 

pandemic and the consequential national containment measures? 

 

Availability and nature of data needs the research question to be divided into hypotheses, when 

feasible, on the base of the variables it is built upon: macroeconomic indexes at national level, daily 

stock market performances, quantified indexes of lockdown measures and the spread of the virus 

are useful and available variables, produced and published by a variety of institutions. 

Given the differences in responsiveness and the availability of data of macroeconomic variables and 

stock market fluctuations, these variables will require separate modelling: the daily nature of 

financial information allows the construction of time series models and forecasts, as opposed to the 

monthly nature of macroeconomic updates. 
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The time series resulting from the first set of data can therefore produce static and dynamic 

regression models, both of which are worth implementing to observe the series’ possible 

dependences.  

Static models, here employed to investigate the potential linear relationships between the data, are 

first subject to an in-test evaluation, which is meant to test the following first research hypothesis: 

 

➢ H.1: There is a statistically significant linear relationship between daily stock market 

performances, national lockdown measures and the spread of the novel coronavirus across 

different European countries. 

 

Out-of-sample statistics can be useful to describe the most realistic relationships between the 

concerned time series, which is accomplished by comparing static and dynamic regression models’ 

efficiency in forecasting the future outcome of stock market values on the base of the stringency of 

government containment measures and the spread of the virus in the relative country, thus aiming at 

testing the second research hypothesis: 

 

➢ H.2: There is a consistently predictable relationship between daily stock market 

performances, national lockdown measures and the spread of the novel coronavirus across 

different European countries. 

 

The monthly nature of macroeconomic variables makes it unfeasible to employ the same time series 

approach in the study of national economies and their welfare during the pandemic’s development. 

Instead, it is possible to explore the different European countries’ cross-sectional economy by 

mapping them through distance-based classifying techniques: these models do not take into 

consideration the existence of dependent and independent variables, but they are useful in 

portraying highly dimensional datasets on a two-dimensional plan. 

For this reason, no hypothesis is here formulated for testing, and this part of the research will 

instead be of exploratory nature, where the change in monthly macroeconomic variables can be 

mapped and discussed in the development of their partitioning and in view of the concerned 

countries’ experience of the pandemic. 

 

All the quantitative models employed in the research, as well as data retrieval, cleaning and 

preparation, are executed through R-language in R-studio environment. 

 

Research conducted on the global and European economy during the pandemic, together with 

studies centred on its comparison with notable past examples will also be shown in a literature 

review, with their suggestions and limitations. 
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2. Literature Review 
 

2.1. Timeline of the Covid-19 spread and government response 

 

The novel coronavirus pandemic began unfolding on the 31st day of December, 2019, when the 

Chinese government announced the spread of unusual viral pneumonia in Wuhan to the World 

Health Organization. By mid-January 2020, deaths were confirmed within China and the first cases 

outside of the country reported, beginning with Thailand and Japan. 

By the end of the month, lockdown measures are imposed on millions of people in the Hubei region 

of China, while the virus is first reported in Europe (France) and the United States. (De Kretser & 

Wu, June 2020) 

 

The European Union began taking action to repatriate EU citizens between the end of January and 

the beginning of February, while also providing aid in form of protective equipment to China. 

Another month passed (March 20th) before the European Union issued standards for medical 

supplies, which Member States and supply chains across them could follow. (European 

Commission) 

 

By then, most European countries had already enforced strict containment measures, beginning 

from southern European member states: Italy and Spain. Lockdown measures began from schools 

and universities in the hardest-hit regions, later to be extended nationwide (Follain et al., March 

2020) and to cover private businesses as well except for essential industrial production and services 

– measures which every country would later have enforced and experienced, despite to different 

degrees.  

 

It is only one day before the European Union’s issue of medical standards that the number of 

casualties in Italy overtook China’s reported death toll (March 19th). Amid the heating discussion on 

the effects of government lockdowns on national economies and finance, the Bank of England 

lowered interest rates, UK’s Prime Minister B. Johnson announced war-time government 

intervention to support the economy with government loans worth £330 billion, while overseas $50 

billion in federal aid were promised in the United States to assist businesses and maintain liquidity 

in its markets. (De Kretser & Wu, June 2020; Pitas & Bruce, March 2020; Timmons and Doyle, 

March 2020) 

 

By the second half of April, some European countries began lifting certain restrictions, but it is only 

by the end of May and the beginning of June that a strong, general trend in easing lockdown 

measures can be observed, although with some notable examples: the United Kingdom, which had 

been a relatively late adopter of containment measures, endured in stricter measures. (University of 

Oxford) 

It was from the United Kingdom that the first alternative response arrived: in order to limit the 

effects of the incoming recession, the country initially chose not to adopt the track, trace and 

containment measures enforced by the majority of European states which had followed the southern 

example. Instead, recommendations were given to the most fragile individuals not to expose 

themselves to potentially transmitting situations. The population to be tested was only that which 
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was admitted to hospitals (Yong, March 2020). Despite misunderstood and of brief duration – it had 

been generally believed the government was aiming for herd immunity by allowing the virus to 

infect the majority of the population – the United Kingdom’s response plan represented the first 

relevant division concerning government approach to containment of Covid-19, and contributed to 

the perspective of adopting alternative measures, which Sweden would famously later employ. 

 

With the arrival of summer, most European countries eased restrictions, experiencing a temporary 

recovery in industry production and services as the daily number of new cases and death toll had 

decreased to low levels. (University of Oxford; Our World in Data) 

 

2.2. Overview of economic analyses and historical comparisons 

 

As the signs of crisis accelerated in Europe in late winter/early spring 2020, the speed at which 

financial and economic trends began responding was unsurprisingly very different: the availability 

of daily data for the first variable allows us to observe it more closely and connect it to the 

triggering events, caused themselves by the pandemic outbreak, which accelerated its movements. 

 

Lack of political and intergovernmental agreement and harmonized decisions concerning the future 

state of their industrial output, border control, etc. has contributed to the rapid changes the financial 

markets have undergone in March: in the beginning of the month, when Russia and Saudi Arabia 

refused to comply with limitations on crude oil supply suggested by OPEC (Organization of the 

Petroleum Exporting Countries), the commodity experienced a 25% drop in prices in Wall Street’s 

indexes, the largest fall since the Gulf War, in 1991 (Kelly, March 2020). 

 

Europe and the European Union are themselves not exempt from notable examples: when on the 

12th of the same month Christine Lagarde, president of the European Central Bank, commented that 

the institution was “not here to close spreads” – referring to the cost of national debt – it helped 

accelerating the incoming stock market decline, with Milan’s stock exchange experiencing a 17% 

fall on the same day (Reuters, March 2020).  

Financial markets’ daily behaviour does not appear free from its usual volatility and quick 

sensitivity to events, which furtherly exemplifies the need for separated analyses in the research of 

financial and national economic trends. 

 

As for what is more crucial for the economic performance in the medium turn, between a pandemic 

outbreak itself or the lockdown measures imposed by national- or state-level governments, 

researchers have observed past examples since the first restrictions were adopted at world-wide 

level: research from MIT School of Management found that, during the 1918 Spanish flu outbreak 

in the United States, areas that adopted more aggressive measures experienced better economic 

recoveries after the pandemic.  

Specifically, implementing non-pharmaceutical interventions (social distancing and suspension of 

social activities and businesses) 10 days before the outbreak of the infection in the city, and 

maintaining them for 50 additional days would result in respectively an increase of 5% and 6.5% in 

the manufacturing sector’s employment rate (MIT Sloan, April 2020). The study’s author concluded 

that evidence from the Spanish influenza outbreak proves unequivocally that the implementation 
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and maintenance of stringency measures has positive effects on the economy once the pandemic is 

over. 

 

  Examples and parallelisms from comparable historical events need their due contextualization, 

similarly to properly weighing a lagged variable: an analysis by Smith, N. (Bloomberg) shows that 

the industrial production in the United States experienced a worse trend in 1921 (probably due to 

WWI demobilization) than it did in 1919. The author suggests that the manufacturing sector is 

likely to have survived and performed relatively well due to the need to support the ongoing 

overseas war, with the consequent halt of the economy once the conflict had come to an end. The 

study furthermore shows the rate of unemployment for trade union workers, from which it becomes 

apparent that the amount of jobs lost during the Spanish pandemic (from 0.9% as of January, 1918 

to peaking at 6.6% one year later) is incomparable to the rates of unemployed workers which would 

follow in the later, post-war years (33.4% in November, 1923) and during the Great Recession 

(46.2% in 1933) (Bloomberg, 2020). 

Lastly, it is again noted that a soft decrease in the employment rate was furthermore supported by 

the time’s economic structure: while industry and agriculture dominated together the majority of 

employment statistics, the service sector has obtained an increasingly larger share of the overall 

working places, reaching a rate commonly between 70-80% in the western world (Worldbank, 

2020). 

Smith’s analysis is conducted at federal level, while MIT’s study portrays a more detailed, city-

level dimension of the flu’s impact. Nevertheless, the governmental intervention in forcing the war-

supplying industry open, together with the profound structural differences between the then- and the 

now-economic systems are sufficient reasons to require separated readings for the two historical 

events. 

 

With regard to the Covid-19 pandemic, notable examples which have contributed to raise the debate 

include first of all Sweden: the Scandinavian country received world-wide attention when its 

government refused to follow its European neighbours and instead imposed no mandatory 

restrictions, but simply suggested that individuals behaved consciously. As it appears from 

quarterly GDP data, the Swedish approach resulted in a minor contraction compared to that of the 

other European countries, with an 8% shrinking in its national economy while the EU27 average 

shrank 11.9% in between the first two quarters of 2020 (Eurostat). 

 

However, the relationship between softness of lockdowns around the continent has hardly been 

consistent, which has contributed to intensify the debate: while Italy and Spain had the same 

intensity of full-lockdown (all recreational activities closed, with citizens forbidden from exiting 

their residence unless for essential reasons), the difference between their GDP shrinking 

(respectively 13 and 17.8) has been roughly the same between Sweden and Italy, at the cost of the 

first quickly experiencing a higher infection spread and death toll compared to its neighbouring 

Scandinavian countries, which limited travel from and to it (Eurostat; Milne, 2020).  

Lastly, the United Kingdom, which imposed stricter measures than Sweden but never as strict as the 

ones adopted by Italy during its peak, holds the record for the largest fall in its GDP, with its growth 

rate on Q2 being -19.8% (Eurostat). 
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Voluntary distancing and isolation – regardless of imposed lockdown measures – has been an 

essential factor in the economic performance in many countries: by using Google mobility 

indicators as a proxy for economic activity, the International Monetary Fund conducted and 

published a study in which it derived that the economic impact of lockdown measures and that of 

voluntary distancing were “nearly comparable” (IMF, October 2020). 

Shock models provided in the research show that the negative effect of daily doubling of COVID-

19 cases on mobility is more stable than that deriving from the introduction of lockdown measures, 

despite the latter causing a much sharper decrease in mobility:  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Impact of Covid-19 and Lockdown on Mobility. Source: International Monetary Fund. “World Economic Outlook”, October 
2020, Chapter 2. 

As shown in the graph above, the impact of full lockdown is much greater than that of cases 

doubling, but its recovery is faster as well. On the contrary, a sharp increase in cases has a longer 

effect on mobility over time, the latter having shown weak signs of recovery only towards the end 

of the first month since the beginning of the shock. 

The study was conducted on 128 countries, with national-level data. 
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3. Data sources and summary statistics 
 

3.1. Stock market indexes 

 

Stock market indexes have been retrieved for four stock exchanges: London, Milan, Frankfurt and 

Paris, beginning from the first useful day of February (Monday the 3rd) to late October (Thursday 

the 22nd included). After the latter date, not all countries’ stringency indexes are available at the 

time of the research. All the historical data from financial markets have been collected through the 

Wall Street Journal, and the day’s closing value selected for later modelling. Their date is therefore 

presented in the month-day-year format. 

 

All these variables have 186 observations which, except for the Frankfurt stock exchange’s time 

series, which consists of 185 values due to an extra closing day compared to the other markets. 

 

Given the different methodologies at the base of different indexes (as the absolute value and not its 

percentage change is taken into consideration for analysis), financial data will be normalized to the 

same scale for the exploratory data analysis section, so as to avoid misleading interpretation of 

peaks and bottoms of the various trendlines. The index describing the stringency of lockdowns is 

being calculated and published by the same source (Oxford University) simultaneously, hence no 

risk of different scales having unequal weights on the overall model. 

 

Furthermore, the raw data will be undergo differencing if not meeting the requirement for 

stationarity which concerns all time-series models. A stationary process is defined as one whose 

statistical properties, e.g. mean and variance, do not change when shifted in time: the danger of 

modelling on non-stationary data is the presence of spurious relationships in the results. (Enders, 

2014) 

 

• Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE 100) 

 

The FTSE is an index describing the performance of the 100 biggest companies listed on the 

London Stock Exchange. The index is reported and maintained by a subsidiary of the LSE, FTSE 

Russell, and is market capitalization-weighted, meaning that its values are calculated upon the total 

value of the companies’ outstanding shares. 

 

Statistical properties: 

 

Minimum value: -2.21, reached  

March 23th. 

Maximum value: 2.79, reached 

February 12rd. 

 

 

 

 Figure 2. Normalized FTSE 100 closing values, February-November 2020. 
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• FTSE Milano Indice di Borsa (MIB) 

 

Administered by the FTSE Group and owned by London Stock Exchange since 2009, the MIB 

index is based on the 40 largest companies by market capitalization on the Italian market. 

According to the group, the index captures approximately 80% of the Italian domestic market 

capitalization. 

 

 

Statistical properties: 

 

Minimum value: -2.03, reached March 

12th. 

Maximum value: 2.77, reached 

February 19th. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Deutscher Aktienindex (DAX) 

 

DAX captures the stock performance of the 30 largest German companies listed on the Frankfurt 

Stock Exchange. 

 

 

Statistical properties: 

 

Minimum value: -2.80, reached March 

18th. 

Maximum value: 1.35, reached 

February 19th. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Normalized MIB 40 closing values, February-November 2020. 

Figure 4. Normalized DAX 30 closing values, February-November 2020. 
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• Cotation Assistée en Continu (CAC40) 

 

CAC40 is an index portraying the stock performance of the 40 largest companies on Euronext Paris 

stock exchange, by market capitalization. 

 

Statistical properties: 

 

Minimum value: -2.40, reached March 

18th. 

Maximum value: 2.55, reached February 

19th. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Normalized CAC 40 closing values, February-November 2020. 

 

 

 

All the financial indexes have shown a sharp drop in their performance towards the end of 

February, with their lowest values being all between the 12th and the 23rd of March, followed in all 

four cases by a consequent increase and stabilization of the series, although never reaching the high 

values of early February. Despite the apparently sudden drop during the early phases of the 

government lockdowns, no unit root has been found in any of the four series after stationarization 

through one degree of differencing.  

 

The test employed is the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, whose null-hypothesis implies the presence 

of unit root, with the alternative hypothesis finding the time series to be stationary.  

The test has rejected the null-hypothesis in all four variables with p-value < 0.01. 

 

3.2. Government Lockdown Stringency Indexes 

 

One of the explanatory variables for modelling of financial data are provided by Oxford University: 

the Coronavirus Government Response Tracker is an ongoing, continuously updated research 

project which calculates and publishes several indexes regarding measures enacted at national level 

all over the world. The indexes vary in their object and are built upon a combination of variables, 

grouped as Containment and closure policies [C], Economic policies [E], Health system policies 

[H], Miscellaneous policies [M]. 

The index here taken into consideration for modelling is the Stringency Index, and it consists of all 

the 8 [C] group variables (School closing; Workplace closing; Cancel public events; Restrictions on 

gathering; Close public transport; Stay at home requirements; Restrictions on internal movement; 

International travel controls), and one [H] group variable (Public information campaigns).  
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These variables are presented as ordinal scales of dummy variables, and the relevant index for this 

research is produced by their average. Its final value is a positive number which ranges between 0 

and 100. 

 

Oxford University’s Coronavirus Government Response Tracker index is published under Creative 

Commons CC-BY license: redistribution and use is allowed as long as attribution is given to the 

creator.  

 

 

Black: United Kingdom 

Blue: Italy 

Green: Germany 

Red: France 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Oxford stringency index per country, February-October 2020. 

 

The graph above portrays the daily value for each country’s stringency index for working days, with 

no degree of differencing. A general trend can be noticed across the four countries, with the strictest 

measures being adopted between day 50 and 100 (late March to early May). It can already be 

observed that Italy has been the earliest to impose strict measures, and that it has reached the 

highest values of strictness too (93.52/100 in April to early May). France and Germany were the 

earliest countries to follow, although the latter has maintained the lowest values of the four during 

the peak period.  

 

It can furtherly be observed that France is the country to have reached the lowest values after the 

mentioned period (38.43/100 in July-August), while the United Kingdom is the one to have 

maintained relatively hard measures throughout the second half of the development. 

Only values of each country’s corresponding main stock market’s working days will be kept for 

later modelling. Just as for the previously shown financial variables, an Augmented Dickey-Fuller 

test with the presence of a unit root as null hypothesis has been performed after a single degree of 

differencing, and the null hypothesis has been rejected in all four cases with p-value < 0.01. 

 

 

3.3. Number of COVID-19 cases per million inhabitants 

 

The second explanatory variable is the daily number of new cases registered per million inhabitants. 

The complete worldwide statistics has been retrieved from Our World in Data’s data explorer, 

available on the organization’s website, which itself gathers the data from the European Centre for 
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Disease Prevention and Control. All Our World in Data’s content is published under Creative 

Commons CC-BY license. 

 

 Among the many variables, only the new amount per day of cases has been selected for linear and 

dynamic regression models, as to test the immediate reaction of stock markets to daily updates 

about the pandemic.  

A later division of each country’s vector by its population in millions as of 2020 allows us to 

compare the spread of the pandemic through the different nations and thus avoid disproportions in 

modelling. These populations are respectively 67.8 (United Kingdom), 60.4 (Italy), 83.7 

(Germany), 67 (France) (Worldometers). 

 

 

 

Black: United Kingdom 

Blue: Italy 

Green: Germany 

Red: France 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Daily new cases of Covid-19 per million people, February-October 2020. 

 

The graph above portrays the daily amount of new cases, with no degree of differencing, from 

March to October. A first and a second wave of cases is well understood by the first peak in spring 

and the second in Autumn – whose proportions largely overcome the first wave also thanks to an 

increase in testing: the main limitation of confirmed cases, as sources state, is their partial 

representativeness of reality due to the differences in the amount of tests performed each time. 

However, this section of the study is concerned with the effect of the publicly reported cases on 

financial trends, not with the relationship between the latter and the medical reality of the virus’ 

development. Thus, potential limitations in the tracking process of the pandemic are not meaningful 

in view of the results. 

 

The peak numbers in the first wave (roughly days 0 to 100) are 73 (Germany), 80 (United 

Kingdom), 101 (Italy) and 113 (France). Throughout the whole graph, peak numbers are 
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respectively 134, 393, 251 and 457. However, due to the rising trend of cases at the time of data 

collection, stating maximum values for the second wave of Covid-19 cases is not possible. 

 

Following a single degree of differencing, an Augmented Dickey-Fuller test on the four variables 

has rejected the null hypothesis that the process suffers from unit roots. 

 

3.4. National Economies’ Indicators 

 

Monthly datasets to map the different countries’ national economic performance from the first, 

strict lockdown measures throughout the end of the summer are here built upon three indicators, all 

calculated by and retrieved from Eurostat: Industrial Production; Unemployment rates; Consumer 

Price Index. 

 

These indicators include data from the following 30 countries: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 

Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Croatia, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Luxembourg, Hungary, Malta, Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, 

Slovakia, Finland, Sweden, United Kingdom, Norway, Switzerland.  

 

Their respective qualities are: 

 

• Industrial production 

 

The index (full title: Production in industry - total (excluding construction)) describes the monthly 

change in the industrial output, with 2015 taken as base year with value 100. 

 

It must be noted that Switzerland’s industrial production data for July and August months is missing 

as of the time of data retrieval and modelling. 

 

• Unemployment rates 

 

This index shows the percentage of inactive persons out of the total labour force, which includes 

individuals between 15 and 74 years old – 16 to 74 in Spain, Italy and the United Kingdom.  

 

• Consumer price index 

 

The third, harmonized index shows the change in prices over time, and is meant to work as a proxy 

variable for a country’s inflation rate. Just as for the industrial production index, its base year is 

2015, with value 100. The index is in use as an indicator of consumer price inflation by authorities 

in the euro area and thus employed to evaluate monetary policies, in conformity with Maastricht 

treaty.  

 

Each of these variables will compose a separated monthly dataset, with the respective country’s 

single observation as row name.  

All datasets sum up to six (March; April; May; June; July; August). 
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4. Methodology  
 

4.1. Static and dynamic Regression Models 

 

Aiming to describe and later predict the movement of financial markets’ performances over time on 

the base of their country’s governmental stringency measures, this research employs static and 

dynamic regression models, i.e. models respectively exploring the relationship between regressor 

and regressand simultaneously and how the former may impact the latter over time instead.  

 

In the second case, different techniques are employed to investigate how these variables might 

depend on themselves or the other ones, and at what point of time. Two different kinds of dynamic 

regression models are therefore employed: Autoregressive Integrated Moving-Average Model with 

Explanatory Variables (ARIMAX) and Distributed Lag Model. 

 

Each of these models will be later tested for accuracy through several error estimators. For this 

purpose, the datasets for modelling will be split, leaving the last h observations to be predicted by 

the models and later compared with the actual values. Training and testing set will derive from 

splitting the time series into two series, respectively with the first 80% and the last 20% of the 

original values. 

 

The two estimators of forecast accuracy here selected are mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) 

and root mean square error (RMSE). 

 

1) The first estimator, as the name suggests, reports the forecast error as a percentage, and employs 

the absolute values of the difference between predicted values and the actual ones. It is developed 

on the base of the estimator Mean Absolute Error (MAE). As opposed to MAE, MAPE normalizes 

the result on the concerned data through percentage, as the difference between predicted and actual 

values is divided by the former: 

 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  
1

𝑛
∑ |

𝑦𝑡 − �̂�𝑡

𝑦𝑡
|

𝑛

𝑡=1

 

(Eq. 1) 

 

Where 𝑦𝑡 is the actual observation, �̂�𝑡 the forecasted value, for t: 1,2,…n as the observations which 

compose the testing set to predict on. The resulting number is the percentage the total forecast is off 

from the actual value. MAPE results may be greatly inflated as the comparison revolves around 

small numbers, especially when close to zero.  

 

As the financial performances’ time series are normalized (0, 𝜎2), other estimators expressing 

forecast error in units closer to those of the original data need to be employed as well. 

 

(Wooldridge, 2015; De Myttenaere, 2016) 
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2) The Root Mean Square Error estimator reports the standard deviation of the prediction errors. A 

value = 0 would indicate perfect fit. RMSE derives from the formula: 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
1

𝑛
∑(𝑦𝑡 − �̂�𝑡)2

𝑛

𝑡=1

 

(Eq. 2) 

(Wooldridge, 2015) 

 

Given that the estimator is based on the squared value of residuals, it is sensitive to potential 

outliers, which may overly weigh on the overall result. 

 

In addition to the error estimators, directional relationship between the predicted values and the 

actual ones will be portrayed through resulting series’ covariance, as systematic forecasting bias in 

models which are otherwise directionally similar to the compared actual observations may lead to 

higher error estimates. Hence the need to report the similarity of the series’ movement. 

 

However, the selection of the best-fitting and thus most representative model will be based on the 

above-mentioned estimators. 

 

Lastly, should any of the hypotheses be accepted in view of the results, the coefficients of the 

concerned relationships will be furthermore presented in a normalized version of their models, in 

order for a comparison between the impact of the single variables to be possible: although some 

relevant properties are banally maintained from modelling on the original datasets (coefficient 

signs), differences in scales on which variables range will affect the size of their coefficients, thus 

providing an unreliable direct interpretation of their relative impact on the regressand. 

 

4.1.1. Linear Static Model (Ordinary Least Squares) 

 

The first and most simple model is time series ordinary least squares (OLS), a static model through 

which we seek to investigate the linear relationship between the stock markets’ performances, the 

spread of the virus and its consequential simultaneous government response. Since there are two 

explanatory variables for each dependent variable, the linear regression will be of the multiple kind. 

Their statistical significance is set for p-value up to 5% (0.05), with the null hypothesis stating no 

linear relationship between the independent and dependent variables. 

 

The purpose of an OLS estimation is to find the best-fitting linear relationship between several 

variables by obtaining the line that minimizes the squared residuals, i.e. the difference between the 

actual values and the predicted ones. Squared values are used in order for negative and positive 

residuals not to compensate each other. The simple linear relationship for every observation i is 

described by the formula: 

 

 
(Eq. 3) 
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Where  is the error term, or disturbance, i.e. all the factors affecting Y other than X.  

The ordinary least squares regression line is: 

 

 
(Eq. 4) 

(Wooldridge, 2015) 

 

With the hat indicating predicted values. The residual  is the difference between the actual value  

and the predicted value . The residual sum of squares (RSS) is the resulting number from the sum 

of every squared . The aim of the ordinary least squares method is therefore to obtain the linear 

relationship whose parameters minimize the squared errors, i.e. a 𝛽1 regression coefficient for 

which: 

 

 
(Eq. 5) 

 

When the property above is achieved, the resulting relationship is the best linear unbiased estimator 

(BLUE) available for modelling, which requires that certain conditions are met: these conditions are 

the Gauss-Markov assumptions, in this case specific for time series modelling.  

In case these shall not be satisfied, there is a higher likelihood that the in-sample statistics are 

biased. 

 

However, the accuracy measures here taken into consideration will be later derived from testing set 

of out-of-sample explanatory values, so as to compare the effectiveness of the different models 

regarding the second research hypothesis: as the nature of dynamic regression models contrasts with 

some of the Gauss Markov conditions for linearity, and dynamic regression models are to be 

modelled on the same data which the OLS estimator is employed for, some of the assumptions 

below cannot be fully held. 

 

 

➢ Assumption #1: Linearity. 

 

The first of the Gauss-Markov assumptions for time series states that the concerned stochastic 

process can be described as a linear model, for i regressors, as in the equation: 

 

 
(Eq. 6) 

For {  }, and with  being the error term. 

In the case of this study’s multiple linear regression model, the equation can be re-written as: 

 

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝑢𝑡 

(Eq. 7) 
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Diagnostic plots of Residuals vs. Fitted values of each linear model have shown no distinct pattern, 

falling roughly on a flat line centred around zero, which is indication for linearity. 

 

➢ Assumption #2: No perfect correlation 

 

The second assumption requires that none of the independent variables are constant nor perfectly 

correlated with each other.  

This does not imply complete absence of collinearity, but the correlation is required not to be 

perfect. A correlation test on the four models’ independent variables produced the following values: 

 

 UK Indexes  Italy Indexes Germany Indexes France Indexes 

Correlation 

estimate 

0.27 0.35 0.33 -0.03 

Table 1. Collinearity between explanatory variables per model. 

The highest correlation being 33% (Italian indexes), the assumption requiring no perfect collinearity 

among independent variables is met. 

 

➢ Assumption #3: Zero conditional mean 

 

The third assumption concerns the expected value of the error term over time.  

Algebraically, it corresponds to: 

𝐸(𝑢𝑡|𝑋) = 0, for t = 1,2,3…n. 

(Eq. 8) 

The third assumption requires that the linear relationship’s error term is not correlated with its 

simultaneous explanatory variable at each t, or 𝐶𝑜𝑟(𝑥𝑡𝑛|𝑢𝑡). However, since the later models will 

be centered around potential orders of correlation throughout either of the series involved, the 

independence of error term and explanatory values cannot be consciously assumed, at the cost of an 

increased biasedness of the in-sample statistics. 

 

➢ Assumption #4: Homoskedasticity 

 

The fourth assumption concerns the variance of the error term 𝑢𝑡, which is here assumed to be 

constant, conditional on X, for all t: 

 

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑢𝑡|𝑋) = 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑢𝑡) 

(Eq. 9) 

 

The formula signifies that the error term’s variance is independent of X; if and when the variance is 

constant over time, the error term is said to be homoscedastic over time. 

When checking for the diagnostic for squared, standardized residuals in the four different 

relationships, no distinct trend emerges. 

 

➢ Assumption #5: No serial correlation 
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Similarly to the 3rd assumption, this requirement for a BLUE concerns correlation of the error term 

𝑢𝑡 over time. In this case, the error term is expected not to be correlated with itself: 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑟(𝑢𝑡 , 𝑢𝑘|𝑋) = 0, for all 𝑡 ≠ 𝑘 

(Eq. 10) 

 

As for the 3rd assumption, the complete lack of serial correlation of the error term with itself cannot 

be assumed, as the research will later employ moving-average models based on the potential 

influence of the series’ own lagged error terms.  

It must be noted that this does not necessarily imply an assumption of autocorrelation of the series 

or its error term, which might possibly result of correlation order = 0. 

 

➢ Assumption #6: Normality 

 

The last assumption states that the error term of the series must be normally distributed.  

In all the four cases, previous differencing, the error’s central values are evenly distributed along 

the line on a Normal Q-Q plot, while the extreme ones (lowest and highest) may fall out of it. 

The only exception is represented by the German model, where some of the central values 

experience a temporary diversion out of the Q-Q plot’s line. 

 

(Wooldridge, 2015) 

 

 

 

4.1.2. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model with Explanatory Variables 

(ARIMAX) 

 

An ARIMA model describes stochastic, weakly stationary processes through the following 

equations: 

 

- Autoregressive model (AR) 

An autoregressive model shows the pattern through which a variable depends on its own 

past observations. The order p in its usual notation AR(p) denotes how many of these past 

observations are needed to explain the current one. AR models can be written as following: 

 

𝑌𝑡 = ∝ + ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑌𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=0

+ 𝜖𝑡 

(Eq. 11) 

 

Where ∝ is a constant and 𝜖𝑡 is the error term. Alternatively, the autoregressive model can 

be formulated as:  

𝑌𝑡 = ∝ + ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝐿
𝑖𝑌𝑡

𝑝

𝑖=1

+ 𝜖𝑡 
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(Eq. 12) 

 

Where L is the lag (or backshift) operator, whose purpose is to reproduce the previous value 

in the series. 

 

- Moving average (MA). 

In a moving average time series, the current values depend on the series’ past error terms. 

The order of this model is specified with q. A moving-average model’s general formula can 

be written as: 

𝑌𝑡 = ∑ 𝜃𝑖𝜖𝑡−𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

+ 𝜖𝑡 

(Eq. 13) 

 

An ARMA(p,q) model (autoregressive moving average) is the resulting combination of the two. If 

the requirement of weak stationarity is not met, the series undergoes integration by differencing of 

its own values with its previous ones.  

If stationarity is not met through a first degree of differencing, the process can be repeated: the 

resulting model from this operation is referred to as ARIMA, where I stands for integration with its 

own order d, therefore obtaining the form of ARIMA(p,d,q), whose formula follows: 

 

𝑌𝑡 = ∝ +𝜖𝑡 + ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑌𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝜃𝑖𝜖𝑡−𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

 

(Eq. 14) 

(Enders, 2014) 

 

It must be noted that, in the case any of the three orders should be equal to zero, the corresponding 

part of the model can be removed, e.g. an ARIMA(0,0,1) would be a moving-average model of 

order q = 1. 

 

So far, the described models have only been concerned with one variable, deriving its current values 

from its own, past values and/or their error term. An extended model comprising exogenous 

variables is necessary to describe the relationship between the financial trends’ time series and 

national stringency measures: the ARIMAX (autoregressive moving-average model with 

explanatory variable) adds a covariate on the right side of the equation: 

 

𝑌𝑡 = ∝ +𝜖𝑡 + 𝛽𝑥𝑡 + ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑌𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝜃𝑖𝜖𝑡−𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

 

(Eq. 15) 

 

Where 𝑥𝑡  is the current value of an exogenous variable and 𝛽 its coefficient. 

The deriving equation with the concerned variables is therefore written as follows: 
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𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 

∝ +𝜖𝑡 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡

+  ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝜃𝑖𝜖𝑡−𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

 

(Eq. 16) 

 

There are several ways to determine the orders (p,d,q) of an ARIMA process. 

The Autocorrelation Function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) help 

respectively identifying the orders of the moving-average and autoregressive part of the model. 

 

Provided that a series is stationary, the orders of the two processes are described by a sharp cut-off 

in the lags plotted in the correlogram resulting from the function. The lag at which the cut-off below 

a significance level happens signals the amount of lags correlated with the current one in the 

process: the PACF below implies an autoregressive model of order 1. 

 

(Enders, 2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, determining an ARIMA process’ orders more efficiently is by automatizing their 

selection based on two estimators: Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information 

Criterion (BIC). These two measures evaluate the most fitting model on the base of its loss of 

information, rewarding thus the one which minimizes it.  

Both criteria penalize the model’s parameter in order to prevent overfitting. 

 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2𝑘 − ln(�̂�) 

(Eq. 17) 

𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −2ln(�̂�)𝑘 ∗ ln(𝑛) 

(Eq. 18) 

 

• k  = parameters of the model 

• �̂� = maximum value of likelihood function 

 

Figure 8. Example of correlogram. Dataset: "wages", R-package 
"TSA". Source: CRAN-project 
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(Akaike, 1974; Wit et al., 2012) 

 

The function auto.arima() from the forecast package returns the best ARIMA model with orders 

between a specified range (by default 0:5) based on both AIC and BIC. 

Should the algorithm report ARMA orders (0,0), it is implied that the observations of concerned 

time series are uncorrelated with its lagged values, making it a white noise process whose orders 

cannot be helpful in predicting its future development. 

 

 

4.1.3. Distributed Lag Model 
 

The third kind of equation to model upon the concerned data describes the relationship between 

several time series by distributing the outcome of a target variable on one or more several 

explanatory variable’s current and past values, similarly to how ARIMA models describe the 

dependence of a value on its own observations over time, but with the target variable being 

dependent solely on the model’s exogenous variables, similarly to the linear regression model. 

The resulting equation is called distributed lag model (Enders, 2014), and its relationship can be 

represented as following: 

 

𝑌𝑡 = ∝ +𝛽0𝑋𝑡 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝛽2𝑋𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑛𝑋𝑡−𝑛 + 𝜖𝑡 

(Eq. 19) 

 

Therefore, the generalized formula for an n-finite model with two exogenous regressors X and Z: 

 

𝑌𝑡 = ∝ + ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑖𝑋𝑡−𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

+ ∑ 𝛽𝑘𝑖𝑍𝑡−𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

+ 𝜖𝑡 

(Eq. 20) 

 

Which, applied to the concerned variables, produces the following equation: 

 

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 

∝ + ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑖 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡−𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

+ ∑ 𝛽𝑘𝑖 ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡−𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

+ 𝜖𝑡 

(Eq. 21) 

 

We refer to the coefficient 𝛽(𝑗,𝑘) as the model’s lag weight. Lag weights measure the effect of the 

exogenous variable at time 𝑡 − 𝑖 on the target variable, 𝛽0 being the coefficient of x’s simultaneous 

impact on y.  

  Algebraically, it is the result of the following ratio: 

 
∆𝑦𝑡+𝑖

∆𝑥𝑡
→  

∆𝑦𝑡

∆𝑥𝑡−𝑖
 

(Eq. 22) 
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Similarly to the automatization of orders selection mentioned in ARIMA, lag weights and length 

will be obtained through information criteria: the function finiteDLMauto() from the dLagM 

package allows for AIC and BIC to be used for parameters selection. 

 

 

 

4.2. Partitioning-based clustering 

 

Partitioning-based – or k-means – clustering is an unsupervised machine learning technique for 

classifying observations as members into groups. The term unsupervised refers to the fact that, as 

opposed to supervised learning, it is not concerned with predictive modelling, i.e. there is no target 

variable to forecast and compare through a training-and-testing procedure.  

Hence, k-means clustering algorithms are suitable for exploratory data analysis. (Jain, 2010) 

 

K-means clustering is a distance-based technique, and it employs dimensionality reduction in order 

for variables to be displayable in a Euclidean space, where their analysis and grouping can be 

visually represented. The formula to calculate the Euclidean distance between, for example, two 

individuals i,j with two characteristics each, is as follows: 

 

𝐷(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) = √(𝑥𝑖1 − 𝑥𝑗1)
2

+ (𝑥𝑖2 − 𝑥𝑗2)
2
   

(Eq. 23) 

 

Where the subscripts 1 and 2 are each of the two individuals’ characteristics. 

The equation can be generalized as: 

 

𝐷(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) = √∑ (𝑥𝑖𝑧 − 𝑥𝑗𝑧)
2𝑛

𝑧=1    

(Eq. 24) 

 

(Liberti & Lavor, 2017) 

 

For z characteristics, i.e. the single-observation variables representing the individual. Two-

dimensional visualization is later possible through principal component analysis, an orthogonal 

transformation whose characteristic vectors (or eigenvectors) decreasingly capture and represent the 

variation of a dataset, thus achieving the above-mentioned dimensionality reduction. (Mohri et al., 

2018) 

The first two principal components build the plane on which a k-means clustering model can be 

visualized while representing most of its characteristics. 

 

 The objective of k-means algorithms is to find suitable centroids for groups of observations, where 

the letter “k” stands for the number of centroids, and therefore of clusters, the dataset must be 

partitioned into. This very number is specified beforehand, and its optimal value obtained through 

total within sum of squares (from now on TWSS), an indicator how distant observations are 
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between each other inside the same cluster. An optimal number of clusters is the one that possesses 

a low TWSS while maintaining itself small. 

 

Another measure to the model, between (cluster) sum of squares (BSS), indicates the distance 

between the different clusters composing it by measuring the squared mean distance between 

centroids. A higher BSS indicates a stronger difference between the various groupings, and thus the 

underlying variables. 

 

Besides the optimal number of clusters, a k-means algorithm requires a number of iterations [nstart 

argument of kmeans() function, in R]: the algorithm begins its search for the optimal clustering 

from a series of guesses as centroids, and at each iteration, the function will attempt to marginally 

improve the precision of partitioning by identifying the centroid coordinates, therefore clusters, that 

maximize the square Euclidean distance between each other and minimize it between their centroid 

and members (Jain, 2010; Hastie et al., 2009).  

After a certain amount of rounds, the algorithm is expected not to be able to improve its partitioning 

anymore, thus providing the most consistent clusters. 

 

The search process for an optimal number of Ks can be automatized through a for loop, in which we 

specify a range of possible Ks, number of iterations, and finally plotting the TWSS against the 

number of Ks. In this case, with the March dataset taken as an example, the range of Ks is set to be 

2:15. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Total within sum of squares per model, based on the number of clusters. 

 

 

As shown in the graph, the clusters’ internal consistency improves with the increasing number of 

clusters, but with diminishing marginal improvement.  

The ideal K must be then selected, and it usually is the number lying on the “elbow” of the plot, as 

that a higher number – requiring higher computational power – would not add much precision to the 

model. In this case, the elbow of the plot lies on K = 4.  

 

It must be noted that additional computation is not the single reason to choose a lower K: a higher 

number of clusters can easily result in artificially forcing the data to be split into further groupings 

which may not correspond to separate classes of individuals in reality. 
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A more intuitive grasp of these effects can be obtained by visualizing a cluster plot of the March 

dataset, with K = 3, K = 4 and K = 5. 

 

 
Figure 10. Change in cluster partitioning based on the number of clusters. 

 

As apparent from the first two graphs, the passage from K = 2 to K = 3 builds a new cluster upon 

two outlying countries, Spain and Greece, which lied largely far (and with no in-between values) 

from Italy, Luxembourg and France, otherwise forced to be collected together in the K = 2 model 

graph. 

 

In the third plot, a fifth cluster is added, which the algorithm finds suitable to locate between what 

were cluster #1 and #2 in the K = 4 plot. The (strongly diminishing) marginal improvement in 

TWSS values is not granted to justify a further sub-grouping of the observations, which will 

become increasingly more artificial. Hence, the elbow method will be applied to all the monthly 

datasets. 

 

Following the building and plotting of each monthly k-means model, the resulting picture and its 

groupings will be discussed in their development over time, together with information concerning 

the countries’ stringency measures and death toll of the virus in order to contextualize the 

pandemic’s development between framings: the first being the Oxford dataset previously 

mentioned, and for the latter using Our World in Data’s Coronavirus Pandemic Data Explorer as a 

source. 
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Lastly, information regarding the share of labour per economic sector will be discussed as well for 

possible notable examples (e.g. outliers), as the concerned factor has appeared relevant from 

Smith’s analysis in Bloomberg. Data source will be the same Worldbank’s dataset employed in the 

literature review section of this research. 

 

 

 

5. Results and discussion 
 

5.1. Time Series Models 
 

5.1.1. Financial Times Stock Exchange 

 

• Ordinary Least Squares (Multiple Linear Regression): 

 

𝐹𝑇𝑆�̂� =  −8.4 − 3.3 ∗ 𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑆𝑡𝑟. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 1.69 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟. 𝑚. 
(Eq. 25) 

 

As it appears from the linear equation, the simultaneous level of stringency of governmental 

containment measures has a more negative impact on London’s stock exchange’s closing values 

than the daily new amount of COVID-19 registered cases per million inhabitant in the United 

Kingdom. 

The two regressors are, nevertheless, equally non-significant (p-value=0.25) as non-significant is 

the model as a whole (0.26). 

 

Based on the model’s statistics, the null-hypothesis cannot be rejected for a 5% (.05) significance 

level. 

 
> summary(ols_FTSE) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = FTSE_train ~ ., data = UK_data_train) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-627.80  -53.53   13.21   75.37  471.76  
 
Coefficients: 
              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     -8.461     10.795  -0.784    0.434 
UK_Index_stat   -3.337      2.908  -1.147    0.253 
UK_cases_stat   -1.696      1.475  -1.149    0.252 
 
Residual standard error: 130.7 on 145 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.01825, Adjusted R-squared:  0.004707  
F-statistic: 1.348 on 2 and 145 DF,  p-value: 0.2631 
 

Table 2. Summary statistics for FTSE 100 linear model 
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• Autoregressive Integrated Moving-Average model with Explanatory Variables 
 

The information criteria-based auto.arima() function, run on un-differenced data, has returned the fi

nancial variables’ process to be of order(p,d,q)=(0,1,0). 

This means that the concerned process is purely uncorrelated white noise, where past lags do not co

ndition the future outcome of the observations. Modelling an ARIMAX with two simultaneous expl

anatory variables while having no past lags as regressors would mean repeating the previous static 

model, which makes it avoidable for the concerned variables. 

 

 

• Distributed Lag Model 

 

 

The model is based on 10 lagged values for each explanatory variable, together with their 

simultaneous value 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)𝑡 and an intercept. The amount of lags returned by the finiteDLMauto() 

function is the same for the four models. 

 

The complete finite distributed lag equation of FTSE follows, with S representing government 

stringency index, and C the daily new amount of cases within the country. 

 

𝐹𝑇𝑆𝐸𝑡
̂ = −15 − 5.6 ∗ 𝑆𝑡 + 10.3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−1 + 5.2 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−2 + 2.7 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−3 − 5 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−4 − 0.3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−5 

+ 5 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−6 − 4 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−7 + 1.6 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−8 − 0.5 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−9 + 3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−10 

 

−0.3 ∗ 𝐶𝑡 − 2.9 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 − 1.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−2 + 2.6 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−3 − 0.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−4 − 2.8 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−5 

+ 2.1 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−6 + 0.2 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−7 − 1.3 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−8 − 0.4 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−9 + 1.3 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−10 

 

(Eq. 26) 

 

The negatively stronger relationship between lockdown measures and the closing value of London 

Stock Exchange observed in the multiple linear regression is again portrayed by the coefficient of 

the first exogenous variable’s current value, although opposed to highly positive slopes of its 

immediate lagged values, while the coefficients of the new cases’ lagged values show a more stable 

pattern over time, as portrayed by a plot of the coefficients (black line for Stringency Index, red line 

for daily new cases. Future coefficient graphs will follow the same colours).  
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Note that eleven of these are reported for each variable as the value of the regressors’ t coefficient is 

included in the plot. 

Figure 11. Plotted lines of coefficients from FTSE 100 distributed lag model 

 

The coefficient of stringency index and daily new cases’ lags average respectively 1.09 and -0.35, 

and their standard deviations are 5 and 1.8. 

 

➢ Forecasting accuracy 

 

 

h = 37 Multiple Linear Regression Distributed Lag Model 

RMSE 112 67.9 

MAPE 3.6 1.2 

Cov. 56 -35 
Table 3. Estimates of forecasting accuracy, FTSE 100 models. 

By comparing the error estimates of Multiple Linear Regression and Distributed Lag forecasts on h 

new values, the latter model results being more accurate at predicting FTSE, with its mean absolute 

percentage error being one third of that of the multiple regression model. 

 

It must be however noted that the two outlying forecasted values observed at h = {24, 25} (Figure 

12) can have heavily impacted both error estimators. Indeed, by running MAPE and RMSE on the 

first twenty forecasted values against the respective testing set observations, the error estimations of 

the two models become considerably closer, with the RMSE value of the multiple linear regression 

model becoming smaller than that of the Distributed Lag’s forecast, indicating more spread errors 

around the real h observations. 

 

h = 20 Multiple Linear Regression Distributed Lag Model 

RMSE 76 79 

MAPE 1.09 0.88 

Covariance 221 -19 
Table 4. Estimates of forecasting accuracy, FTSE 100 models (reduced form). 
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Based on the models’ overall forecasting accuracy, London’s stock exchange performance appears 

to be best explained through a distributed lag model of United Kingdom’s containment measures 

and daily new cases of Covid-19 including 10 lags. 

 

However, negative covariance is observed for the distributed lag model’s forecasts – as opposed to 

the strongly positive values of OLS forecasts’ covariance on the actual value – together with the 

decreasing margin of accuracy compared to the latter model once precision is calculated without 

heavily-impacting outliers. 

 

No accuracy has been calculated for an autoregressive moving average model, since no correlation 

between the series’ values and their lags has been found in the first place, hence preventing the 

construction of a forecast. 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. Plot of forecasted and real FTSE values in Multiple Linear Regression and Distributed Lag Model. 
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5.1.2. Milano Indice di Borsa 

 

• Ordinary Least Squares (Multiple Linear Regression) 

 

𝑀𝐼�̂� =  −20.9 − 14.2 ∗ 𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑆𝑡𝑟. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 15 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟. 𝑚. 
(Eq. 27) 

 

Regressors are widely more impactful for what concerns the Italian stock exchange, compared to 

the previous linear model. The order of (negative) importance of each regressor has also changed, 

as the increase in registered cases per day is associated to a slightly lower slope than lockdown 

measures.  

Moreover, the variables’ significance is notably higher, as their p-values are respectively .09 and 

.01. The same can be observed for the model as a whole, whose p-value lies below .01. 

 
> summary(ols_MIB) 

 
Call: 
lm(formula = MIB_train ~ ., data = IT_data_train) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-2681.13  -184.08    19.62   274.55  1218.13  
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
(Intercept)       -20.975     39.467  -0.531   0.5959   
IT_Index_stat     -14.254      8.355  -1.706   0.0902 . 
Italy_cases_stat  -15.014      6.322  -2.375   0.0189 * 
Signif. Codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 479.5 on 145 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.06214, Adjusted R-squared:  0.0492  
F-statistic: 4.804 on 2 and 145 DF,  p-value: 0.00955 

 
Table 5. Summary statistics for MIB 40 linear model 

 

• Autoregressive Integrated Moving-Average model with Explanatory Variables 

 

The ARIMAX model, built on orders(p,d,q)=(1,1,2), produces the following equation: 

 

𝑀𝐼𝐵�̂� =  −20 + 0.5 ∗ 𝑀𝐼𝐵𝑡−1 − 0.5 ∗ 𝜖𝑡−1 + 0.2 ∗ 𝜖𝑡−2 

−11 ∗ 𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑆𝑡𝑟. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 14 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟. 𝑚 

(Eq. 28) 

 

As shown by the model, the first lag of the process has a weakly positive impact, while past errors 

vary sign in their coefficients. The model furthermore presents an overall lighter impact of the 

exogenous regressors on the target variable, but with wider differences, as the daily new cases 

affect more negatively the stock market performance than lockdown measures when compared to 

the static model (where they had respectively coefficients -15 and -14.2). 
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• Distributed Lag Model 

 

𝑀𝐼𝐵�̂� = −19 − 19 ∗ 𝑆𝑡 − 12 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−1 + 6 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−2 − 9 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−3 − 13 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−4 − 2.5 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−5 

−5.7 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−6 + 12 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−7 − 2.9 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−8 − 9 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−9 − 32 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−10 

 

−13 ∗ 𝐶𝑡 + 12 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 − 7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−2 + 10 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−3 + 1.2 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−4 + 3.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−5 

−0.9 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−6 + 0.6 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−7 + 12 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−8 + 1.9 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−9 − 1.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−10 

 

(Eq. 29) 

 
Figure 13. Plotted lines of coefficients from MIB 40 distributed lag model 

 

The coefficients of stringency index and daily new cases’ lags average respectively -8 and 1.67, and 

their standard deviations are 12 and 7.8. 

 

➢ Forecasting Accuracy 

 

h = 37 Multiple Linear Regression ARIMAX Distributed Lag Model 

RMSE 356.9 351 259 

MAPE 12.4 12.1 7 

Covariance 5139 5162 168 
Table 6. Estimates of forecasting accuracy, MIB 40 models. 

 

The error estimation of the three model forecasts shows the distributed lag model to produce clearly 

more accurate predictions. Furthermore, the estimation reveals very little difference between the 

multiple linear regression and the ARIMAX model (as confirmed by the plotted line of predicted 

values), due to the fact that the exogenous variables’ coefficients are largely more impactful on the 

target variable than the latter’s own past observations.  

However, the inclusion of autocorrelation coefficient to the multiple linear regression has, in fact, 

improved the model’s forecasting precision, although to a very little extent (0.3% MAPE, +5.9 

RMSE, +23 covariance). 
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The multiple linear regression and ARIMAX models’ forecasts present notable outliers in h = 

{34:37}, which may be suspected of altering the estimators’ sensitivity. 

However, by calculating RMSE and MAPE on the first thirty forecasts, the order of accuracy 

among the three different models remains unaffected. 

 

The similar movement of the first two models’ predictions and the series’ actual values – confirmed 

by their covariance being respectively 5139 (OLS), 5162 (ARIMAX) and 168 (Distributed lag) – 

but their overall lower forecasting accuracy suggests the presence of a systematic bias in their 

prediction. 
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Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14. Plot of forecasted and real MIB 40 values in Multiple Linear Regression, ARIMAX and Distributed Lag Model. 

 

 

Based on the forecasts’ accuracy, the performance of Milan stock exchange – despite significantly 

related to the simultaneous values of Italy’s lockdown stringency index and daily new cases in a 

static linear relationship – is best described by these exogenous variables’ past observations, whose 

impact is largely superior to that of the dependent variable’s own lags. 
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Lastly, the coefficients of the exogenous variables’ values in the best-predicting model (Distributed 

Lag) show that the impact of national stringency index is more negatively consistent than that of 

daily new count of cases, signifying a stronger influence of the Italian government’s containment 

measures on Milan’s stock exchange than the spread of the virus itself. 

 

 

5.1.3. Deutscher Aktienindex 

 

• Ordinary Least Squares (Multiple Linear Regression) 

 

𝐷𝐴�̂� =  7.5 − 16.7 ∗ 𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑆𝑡𝑟. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 1 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟. 𝑚 

(Eq. 30) 

 

The main difference between DAX’s regression model, compared to the previous two, is found in 

its positive intercept (7.5). The first regressor is furthermore widely more impactful than the latter, 

which would suggest a sharply stronger relationship between finance and government intervention 

than the reported spread of the pandemics. 

However, none of the two regressors have significant p-value, despite the first being relatively close 

(.07). With p-value = .18, the model as a whole is deemed not significant. 

 

 
> summary(ols_DAX) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = DAX_train ~ ., data = GER_data_train) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1283.61   -98.08    -4.20   135.19   966.62  
 
Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
(Intercept)           7.553     22.092   0.342   0.7329   
GER_Index_stat      -16.726      9.179  -1.822   0.0705 . 
Germany_cases_stat   -1.096      2.552  -0.429   0.6683   
Signif. Codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 
1 
 
Residual standard error: 265.6 on 145 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.02266, Adjusted R-squared:  0.009184  
F-statistic: 1.681 on 2 and 145 DF,  p-value: 0.1897 

 
Table 7. Summary statistics for DAX 30 linear model 

 
 

• Autoregressive Integrated Moving-Average Model with Explanatory Variables 

 

The information criteria-based auto.arima() function, run on un-differenced data, has returned the fi

nancial variables’ process to be of order(p,d,q)=(0,1,0). 

This means that, like for the FTSE series, the concerned process is purely uncorrelated white noise, 

where past lags do not condition the future outcome of the observations. 
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• Distributed Lag Model 

 

𝐷𝐴𝑋�̂� = 12 − 22 ∗ 𝑆𝑡 + 17 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−1 − 3.2 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−2 − 6.2 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−3 − 3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−4 + 10 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−5 

+1.9 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−6 − 18 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−7 − 32 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−8 − 5 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−9 + 5.8 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−10 

 

−1.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡 + 0.8 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 + 7.1 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−2 + 6.8 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−3 + 9.8 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−4 + 5.4 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−5 

+1.3 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−6 + 0.8 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−7 + 0.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−8 + 6 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−9 + 1.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−10 

 

(Eq. 31) 

 

 
Figure 15. Plotted lines of coefficients from DAX 30 distributed lag model 

 

The coefficients of stringency index and daily new cases’ lags average respectively -5.1 and 3.56, 

and their standard deviations are 14.8 and 3.6. 

 

 

➢ Forecasting accuracy 

 

h = 36 Multiple Linear Regression Distributed Lag Model 

RMSE 176.2 187.5 

MAPE 1.2 2.07 

Covariance -562 969 
Table 8. Estimates of forecasting accuracy, DAX 30 models. 

 

 

Both error estimators indicate a better fitting prediction by the static linear model, despite to a slight 

extent. The overall flatter line produced by the multiple linear regression forecast may be imputed 

to the small coefficient characterizing the daily new cases (1.09) compared to those of its past lags 

in the dynamic model. 
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The directional relationship between the two models is respectively strongly negative and positive. 

 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Plot of forecasted and real DAX 30 values in Multiple Linear Regression and Distributed Lag Model. 

 

 

 

Based on the forecasts’ accuracy, the performance of Frankfurt stock exchange can be best 

described by Germany’s simultaneous stringency of national containment measures and the spread 

of the virus, the first variable being largely more impactful on the outcome of the dependent 

variable. 

 

However, it must be noted that the relationship between new cases and DAX values is reported to 

be highly above the significance level (p-value=.66), which added to the negativity of its covariance 

raises suspects about the authenticity of the effect.  
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5.1.4. Cotation Assistée en Continu 

 

• Ordinary Least Squares (Multiple Linear Regression) 

 

𝐶𝐴�̂� =  −6 + 0.6 ∗ 𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑆𝑡𝑟. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 0.4 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟. 𝑚 

(Eq. 32) 

 

Paris stock market values’ linear model is characterized by the highest slopes of all four models, 

with the impact of government lockdown measures reaching a positive value (0.6). 

The model, however, is also by far the least significant of all (p-value = .66), with p-value for the 

explanatory variables being respectively .78 and .38. 

 

 
> summary(ols_CAC) 

 
Call: 
lm(formula = CAC_train ~ ., data = FR_data_train) 
 
Residuals: 
Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max 
-559.18  -44.50    5.14   61.40  348.93 
 
Coefficients: 
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)        -6.0183     9.2923  -0.648    0.518 
FR_Index_stat       0.6127     2.1893   0.280    0.780 
France_cases_stat  -0.4269     0.4880  -0.875    0.383 
 
Residual standard error: 112.9 on 145 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.00569, Adjusted R-squared:  -0.008025 
F-statistic: 0.4149 on 2 and 145 DF,  p-value: 0.6612 

 
Table 9. Summary statistics for CAC 40 linear model 

 

 

• Autoregressive Integrated Moving-Average Model with Explanatory Variables 

 

The ARIMAX model, built on orders(p,d,q)=(3,1,0), produces the following equation: 

 

𝐶𝐴𝐶�̂� =  −0.7 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑡−1 − 0.4 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑡−2 − 0.2 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑡−3 

+2.8 ∗ 𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑆𝑡𝑟. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 − 0.4 ∗ 𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟. 𝑚 

(Eq. 33) 

 

Paris stock market values appear to correlated with three of their past lags, but none of their past 

errors. All the lags show a decreasingly negative impact on 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑡. The exogenous variables of 

government stringency index and daily new cases of Covid-19, having respectively positive and 

negative impact on 𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑡, have both larger coefficients than those returned in the linear model. 
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It is important to note that the order-optimizing algorithm deemed integration of the process to be 

unnecessary. However, an Augmented Dickey-Fuller test on CAC undifferenced data has not 

proven the process to be stationary. The model was therefore built on the time series after 

stationarization. This is furthermore necessary to make comparison possible across different 

forecasting accuracy measures, in order to prevent the different scales of the result from altering the 

interpretation of the estimators. 

 

 

• Distributed Lag Model 

 

𝐶𝐴𝐶�̂� = −8 + 1.6 ∗ 𝑆𝑡 − 2.2 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−1 + 2.3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−2 − 1.2 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−3 − 2.3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−4 − 3.8 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−5 

+3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−6 + 3 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−7 − 10 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−8 + 2 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−9 − 4.6 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−10 

 

−0.3 ∗ 𝐶𝑡 − 0.5 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 − 0.1 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−2 + 0.6 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−3 + 0.5 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−4 + 𝐶𝑡−5 

+1.4 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−6 + 0.7 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−7 + 0.1 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−8 + 0.8 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−9 + 0.3 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−10 

 

(Eq. 34) 

 

 
Figure 17. Plotted lines of coefficients from CAC 40 distributed lag model 

 

The coefficients of stringency index and daily new cases’ lags average respectively -0.9 and 0.4, 

and their standard deviations are 4.1 and 0.6. 

 

Similarly to MIB and DAX distributed lags – and as opposed to the same model built upon FTSE – 

the latter slope exercises an overall positive effect on the dependent variable’s current observation, 

while the first being negative.  

With concern to their standard deviations, that of the first exogenous variable is consistently higher 

across all four distributed lag models. 
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➢ Forecasting accuracy 

 

h = 37 Multiple Linear Regression ARIMAX Distributed Lag Model 

RMSE 271.6 188.4 29.5 

MAPE 64.3 70.9 63.3 

Covariance 166 177 -52 
Table 10. Estimates of forecasting accuracy, CAC 40 models. 

 

Both error estimators favour the distributed lag model as the one producing the most accurate 

forecasts, to a very sharp degree for what concerns the errors’ variance (RMSE), but only slightly in 

terms of absolute error (MAPE being only 1% smaller than that of multiple linear regression 

forecast). 

 

The addition of autocorrelation coefficients to the multiple linear regression has reduced the 

standard deviation in the error term, as shown by the lower RMSE, and increased the positivity of 

its directional relationship with the actual observations – but resulted in a higher absolute error 

term. 

 

Based on the forecasts’ accuracy, Paris’ stock exchange values appear to be best described by its 

national lockdown’s and daily new cases’ current and past 10 observations, as fitted by the 

distributed lag model. 

 

However, the negative covariance of the model’s forecasts, as opposed to the multiple linear and the 

ARIMAX forecasts’ strongly positive covariance to the actual values, suggests a systematic bias of 

the latter models. 
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Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red: Forecasted obs. 

Black: Actual obs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Plot of forecasted and real CAC 40 values in Multiple Linear Regression, ARIMAX and Distributed Lag Model. 
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5.1.5. Hypotheses testing 

 

By analyzing the summary statistics of the static linear models, there is no significant evidence to 

observe an established relationship between the four countries’ stock market performance and 

national containment measures and daily amount of new cases of Covid-19: only one multiple linear 

regression – modelled upon Milan’s stock exchange – is observed to have statistical significance, 

having p-value equal to .009 and therefore allowing to reject the null-hypothesis of no linear 

relationship between the variables, but it must be furtherly noted that only its Daily New Cases 

explanatory variable achieves significance for the same p-value, as the Stringency Index variable’s 

p-value is equal to .09. 

 

The other models as a whole are characterised by p-values largely above the significance level, for 

which the null-hypothesis of no linear relationship cannot be rejected: .26 (FTSE), .18 (DAX) and 

.66 (CAC). 

Moreover, it can be observed that the levels of significance of the single variables vary widely in 

their size and order across the different models, with Daily New Cases’ p-value ranging from .01 

(MIB) to .66 (DAX) and Gov. Stringency Index from .07 (DAX) to .78 (CAC). 

 

It can therefore be stated that the first research hypothesis: 

 

➢ H.1: There is a statistically significant linear relationship between daily stock market 

performances, national lockdown measures and the spread of the novel coronavirus across 

different European countries. 

 

Is discarded by the results, with no significant evidence to support it. 

 

The overall comparison of different models aimed at describing the financial trends in their 

relationship with the concerned variables over time presents us with a counter-intuitive and 

seemingly paradoxical consistency: each time a predictive model is ranked as the best by 

calculating its forecasting accuracy, its covariance resulted instead to be the lowest – even negative 

in three out of four cases (FTSE, DAX and CAC), implying an opposite direction with concern to 

the observed series’ movement over time. 

 

The forecasts produced by the distributed lag model showed the lowest error estimates in three out 

of four cases (FTSE, MIB, CAC), hence making the model the preferred predictive technique. 

ARIMAX models, here feasible only in two out of four cases (MIB, CAC), have always shown 

higher covariance values compared to that of the multiple linear regression forecasts and more 

fitting accuracy estimates (with the exception of CAC’s MAPE value), indicating that, despite to a 

small extent, adding autocorrelation of the series lags and/or its past error terms to a static, 

exogenous predictive model on the concerned variables increases both the accuracy of the 

forecasted values and their directional relationship with the actual observations. However, despite 

with lower (or even negative) covariance, the distributed lag model produces consistently more 

fitting forecasts: this repeated and intuitively paradoxical pattern may suggest the presence of a 

systematic bias in the multiple linear regression and ARIMAX models’ prediction, possibly caused 

by the absence of one or several variables in their equation. 
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Hence, with regard with the second research hypothesis: 

 

➢ H.2: There is a consistently predictable relationship between daily stock market 

performances, national lockdown measures and the spread of the novel coronavirus across 

different European countries. 

 

It can be stated that the comparison of forecasting accuracy across various models shows, in most 

cases, a consistently higher fit by the distributed lag model, thus acknowledging that the 

relationship between stock market performances and the simultaneous and past values of national 

lockdown stringency index and daily new cases per million of novel coronavirus consistently 

produces the best predictions of future market performances across three of the four cases taken into 

analysis. 

 

The result is, as stated, based uniquely on the forecasting accuracy of the three models’ predictions 

(two, in the case of FTSE and DAX), itself derived from the error score, and does not take into 

consideration the similarity of movement between the predicted and the observed outcome. 

 

 

❖ Further considerations on the distributed lag model 

 

The coefficients of the distributed lag model across the four countries and stock markets under 

examination show a consistently higher standard deviation of the stringency index’s effect on the 

target variable over time: in each of the four models, coefficients of S.I. are more widely spread 

around the mean than those describing the impact of the daily new cases. 

 

St. Dev. FTSE MIB DAX CAC 

Stringency Index 5 12 14.8 4.1 

Daily New Cases 1.8 7.8 3.6 0.6 
Table 11. Standard deviation of coefficients in distributed lag models. 

Despite to different scales, the stringency index’s standard deviation maintains higher values than 

those of the other explanatory variable, ranging from a ratio of 1.53 (DAX) to 6.83 (CAC), 

signifying a less consistent and more varying impact of lockdown measures on stock market 

performances over an extended period of time. 

 

Concerning the sign of the overall impact described by the model’s coefficients, the resulting table 

is not as consistent as that of the standard deviation:  

 

Mean FTSE MIB DAX CAC 

Stringency Index 1.09 -8 -5.1 -0.9 

Daily New Cases -0.35 1.67 3.56 0.4 
Table 12. Mean value of coefficients in distributed lag models. 

All models but London’s Stock Exchange distributed lag show a negative mean for the stringency 

index’s coefficient and a positive one for the daily new cases per million variable, portraying an 
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overall negative impact of lockdown measures and a positive one of the virus’ spread over time on 

financial markets.  

 

As mentioned, FTSE represents an exception, reporting a positive sign for the average coefficient 

values of the stringency index and a negative sign for the model’s other variable. 

 

The absolute value of the first variable’s coefficient is always higher than that of the daily new 

cases across all four models, although it must be noted that any direct interpretation of their 

comparison should take into account the different scales of the two variables: tables for the 

coefficients’ standard deviation and average value in distributed lag models based on normalized 

datasets (including both explanatory and target variables) are reported below. 

 

St. Dev.  

(norm. dataset) 

FTSE MIB DAX CAC 

Stringency Index 0.141 0.116 0.133 0.158 

Daily New Cases 0.103 0.101 0.118 0.105 
Table 13. Standard deviation of coefficients in distributed lag models, based on normalized variables. 

 

Mean 

(norm. dataset) 

FTSE MIB DAX CAC 

Stringency Index 0.03 -0.078 -0.046 -0.034 

Daily New Cases -0.019 0.021 0.115 0.072 
Table 14. Mean value of coefficients in distributed lag models, based on normalized variables. 

The standard deviation of stringency index’s coefficient in the equation remains higher than that of 

the daily new cases variable, although to a much smaller extent: as Table 13 shows, the variation in 

the first variable’s impact over time does is only slightly higher than the second regressor. 

 

The average coefficient values’ table derived by the model built on normalized datasets presents a 

more detailed overview of the regressors’ relative impact on the target variable, when observing 

their absolute values: while in original scales produced coefficients with higher absolute average 

values for the stringency index variable, the table derived from the normalized model shows a 

divided picture, in which the stringency index variable has a higher absolute coefficient mean in two 

models (FTSE and MIB, respectively of positive and negative sign) and the daily new cases 

variable in the other two (DAX and CAC, both of positive sign). 

 

Although it can be asserted that, based on three out of four distributed lag models (MIB, DAX, 

CAC), stringency measures negatively affect the stock market performances while the daily amount 

of new reported cases of Covid-19 produce a positive change, it is not possible to determine which 

of the two variables produce a higher absolute impact, once their differences in scaling are removed 

prior to the construction of the models. 
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5.2. Partitioning-based Clustering 

 

Each of the six models has been run with K = 4 (as resulting from the optimizing algorithm) and 50 

rounds for cluster improvement. 

It must be furthermore noted that, due to normalization, the tables’ values can only be read in 

relation to themselves over time or the others: average cluster values in their member countries’ 

original scales are shown in the table below the centroids’ coordinates. 

 

Lastly, the algorithm names the clusters each time it constructs the model: the clusters’ numbering 

often does not correspond to the numbering of the same clusters given to another month’s model. 

 

• March 

 

 
Figure 19. K-means clustering of macroeconomic variables, March month 

Model’s statistics: 

TWSS: 23.6 

BSS: 63.3 

 

The representative centroid for each cluster – here an ideal data point which most closely resembles 

all its neighbouring countries on the base of the three concerned variables – possesses the following 

characteristics: 

 

Cluster centroids’ 

values 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price 

Index 

1 -0.34 3.14 -0.88 

2 -1.52 0.09 -0.23 

3 0.72 -0.13 -1.08 

4 0.28 -0.41 0.84 
Table 15. Values of clusters’ centroids in k-means partitioning, March month 
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To understand the clusters’ composition in their elements’ original scale, below is the table of their 

average, non-normalized values: 

 

Average non-

normalized values 

per cluster (March) 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

1 99 15.6 103.2 

2 85 6.2 105 

3 110 5.7 102.5 

4 105 4.7 109 
Table 26. Average values of clusters in k-means partitioning, March month, original dataset’s scale. 

From March’s cluster plot of the model, the outlying Spain and Greece appear most clearly among 

the four groups. A second cluster (green), is less isolated from the other ones but still more 

consistent than the last two (#3 and #4), which share bordering values (Sweden). 

 

  The outlying group (#1) is mainly characterized by its high unemployment rates, the variable in 

which it holds the highest value. The two countries composing the cluster (Spain and Greece) 

suffered by high levels of unemployment already before the pandemic began in Europe, but its 

greatly negative (monthly) CPI is a further sign of its distancing from the other clusters. 

 

  Cluster #2 holds the lowest value for industrial production compared to the previous month. The 

group includes, among others, Italy, France and Portugal, countries which (together with Spain) 

enforced the toughest measures during March month, with respectively 91, 87 and 82 rates in S.I. 

 

  Clusters #3 and #4 share several characteristics: their industrial production is positive (despite 

differently) and their unemployment rates are lowest, below the general average. These countries 

were the last to enforce stringency measures, and among those are the ones which kept them mildest 

throughout most of the month: Hungary, Poland, Estonia, Sweden, the United Kingdom, all 

belonging to cluster #4, the one having lowest unemployment and highest inflation rate. 

 As of March month, the relationship between lockdown stringency and macroeconomic indicators 

appears consistent. The only notable exception is represented by Germany, which although having 

not reached 80 S.I., has been macroeconomically grouped together with the toughest-reacting 

countries (although at opposite corners with Italy). 

 

As of March, discussing how countries heavily hit by the virus while still maintaining soft 

containment measures can compare to those implementing full lockdowns is not yet possible, as the 

hardest-hit nations and the ones with the strictest lockdown measures are roughly the same – with 

the exception of Belgium, whose death toll has sharply overcome France’s one in the second half of 

the month, while implementing relatively strict measures (S.I. 81 by March 21st, while e.g. UK, 

Germany, Sweden, Ireland were all below 60), but still belongs to economically better faring 

nations. 
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• April 

 

 
Figure 20. K-means clustering of macroeconomic variables, April month 

 

Model’s statistics: 

TWSS: 26.8 

BSS: 60.1 

 

Cluster centroids 

values 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

1 -0.24 3.06 -0.86 

2 0.58 -0.2 0.62 

3 -1.16 -0.31 0.36 

4 0.8 -0.09 -1.24 
Table 37. Values of clusters’ centroids in k-means partitioning, April month 

Average non-

normalized values 

per cluster (April) 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

1 84 15.5 103.3 

2 96 5.6 108.4 

3 70.8 5.3 107.5 

4 99 6 102 
Table 48. Average values of clusters in k-means partitioning, April month, original dataset’s scale. 

April’s k-means clusters’ statistics provide the first source of comparison with the previous month’s 

framing on the base of distance metrics: a higher total within sum of squares indicates a wider 

diversity within the clusters, hence a general diversion among the countries’ macroeconomic 

performances. 
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On the other side, a lower between clusters sum of squares signifies increased overall vicinity of 

centroids across the graph. Despite seemingly counter-intuitive, the diverging distance metrics do 

not contrast with each other: higher TWSS implies indeed of more spread behaviour, while 

increased vicinity of centroids (lower BSS) is a sign of the common recession which, although to 

different extents, is concerning every European country. 

 

Greece and Spain, still assigned cluster #1, are again characterized by strongly outlying values: their 

unemployment rate has stayed most strongly positive, while having the 2nd-lowest CPI.  

The centroid’s industrial production index shows a slightly higher value, although the same variable 

is lower in original-scale value compared to March (Table 18), implying a shorter gap between 

theirs and the general observations, in the month which had begun with most countries in Europe 

having implemented generally strict measures. 

 

  Similarly, centroids’ industrial production values show higher values for the cluster of the early 

lockdown enforcers (Italy, France, Portugal, here cluster #3), possibly attributable to the United 

Kingdom, Hungary and Czechia joining them in the grouping: besides the stricter measures adopted 

by national governments, April was the month to witness the sharpest rise of COVID-19 death toll – 

as the so-called first wave had spread throughout the continent – a trendline in which the United 

Kingdom quickly filled the gap it maintained between Italy, France and itself, reaching the 3rd 

highest total death toll by April 25th (Figure 21).  

 

This increase in the centroids’ industrial production value is only relative to the overall indexes of 

the graph, as deriving by the normalized dataset: as shown in April’s average values per cluster in 

original scale (Table 18), the value of industrial production of said cluster has instead decreased 

from 85 to 70.8, signifying that the lower original-scaled value is higher only relatively to the 

overall situation, the same explanation lying behind the higher centroid’s value but lower original 

scale scores in the Greek-Spanish cluster. 

 

 
Figure 21. Linear graph of cumulative COVID-19 deaths per million people. Source: Our World in Data 
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The United Kingdom joined the 2nd most-economically suffering cluster despite never reaching its 

close neighbours’ stringency index (79 as of the last week of April, with Ireland = 90, France = 87, 

Belgium = 89), which may suggest a direct influence of the virus’ action over government 

intervention.  

 

This effect supports what stated in IMF’s research on mobility and lockdown, however the apparent 

relationship is not consistent across countries which adopted alternative containment measures: 

despite being not as high as that of the blue cluster, Sweden’s death toll experienced a sudden 

increase in deaths nearly as high as that Spain experienced in the same period.  

Yet, the position of the Scandinavian country’s macroeconomic data points remains the least 

dramatic out of the overall chart, despite a certain decrease compared to the previous month (data is 

taken from the original, non-normalized dataset): 

 

 

Sweden Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

March 111.7 7.1 106.97 

April 93.7 8.2 106.58 
Table 59. Sweden’s macroeconomics indicators, March-April months. 

Despite the consistent deterioration of its indicators, Sweden’s coordinates are positioned fairly 

better than those of the United Kingdom – whose approach has been comparable to that of the 

Scandinavian country – except for the peculiar decrease in the unemployment rates of the latter 

country: in absolute values, its value has decreased by 0.3% between March and April. 

 

United Kingdom Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

March 96.6 3.8 108.6 

April 77.7 3.5 108.5 
Table 20. United Kingdom’s macroeconomic indicators, March-April months. 

Similarly to the United Kingdom, Germany’s vicinity to Italy and France could be a result of 

spontaneous distancing and isolation despite its relatively soft measures for the time being (S.I. = 76 

throughout all April). 
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• May 

 

 
Figure 22. K-means clustering of macroeconomic variables, May month 

Model’s statistics: 

TWSS: 30.9 

BSS: 56 

 

Cluster centroids 

values 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

1 -1.02 -0.21 -0.26 

2 -0.35 2.96 -0.86 

3 0.91 0.02 -1.18 

4 0.34 -0.32 0.86 
Table 21. Values of clusters’ centroids in k-means partitioning, May month. 

Average non-

normalized values 

per cluster (May) 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

1 82.2 5.8 105.3 

2 89.9 16 103.3 

3 104.1 6.6 102.1 

4 97.6 5.5 109.3 
Table 22. Average values of clusters in k-means partitioning, May month, original dataset’s scale. 

The most immediate observation resulting from May’s macroeconomic mapping is the higher 

degree to which data points are spread, with clusters becoming again larger and thus diverse, but at 

the same time having centroids even closer to each other. This increase is again reported by the 

TWSS and BSS measures of May’s model as compared to the previous ones. 
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 TWSS 

March 23.6 

April 26.8 

May 30.9 
Table 23. Total within sum of squares in k-means partitioning, March to May months. 

Increased within-cluster distance indicates more diverse performances, a sign showing how 

countries which could previously be grouped by their macroeconomic similarities have now begun 

taking different paths. 

 

May 2020 was the month in which European countries began easing stringency measures after one 

and a half months of continent-wide full lockdowns. By May 31st, eight national governments had 

softened their intervention below S.I. = 50, although most of them being countries with low 

population and/or low population density (Finland, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Serbia, Iceland, Czechia, 

Luxembourg). Early and strictest adopters as Italy and Spain softened their measures too, with S.I. 

being respectively 63 and 68 by May the 31st. 

 

With concern to the change in clusters’ compositions, we observe Italy and France being closely 

reached by Ireland, whose containment measures have been kept high throughout the month, 

despite slightly lowered (90 as of April 30th, 83 as of May 31st). By exploring the data’s absolute 

values, the pattern shows a significant drop in all the variables: March’s indicators for Ireland and 

Italy in the monthly change of industrial productivity show respectively 114 and 74. In May month, 

the first has shrank to 85, while the latter has increased to 84, indicating an improvement as 

compared to the record-low in April (59). The comparison in unemployment rates and inflation 

does not produce similar outcomes, as the first appears consistently growing, while the latter is 

weakly stable. 

 

Together with government intervention, Ireland’s sudden macroeconomic deterioration can be 

furthermore understood by observing the trends in deaths per million people. Ireland’s closest 

cluster-neighbour countries in April month were Denmark, Slovenia and Croatia: a sharp kink at the 

end of May ultimately separated the country’s cumulative death toll as compared to the population 

from that which its within-cluster comparable neighbours were experiencing, as they are found 

lying on the bottom of the graph. 
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Figure 23. Source: Our World in Data 

Although not as clear as the United Kingdom’s case (Fast-growing death toll curve, soft measures, 

macroeconomic drop), Ireland’s passage to the strict countries’ side of the graph suggests, again, 

precaution-induced economic distress, where voluntary response to the rise in the virus’ threat has 

(negatively) compensated for the softening of government containment measures. 

 

As of May, Sweden still represents an exception to the relationship suggest above: its cumulative 

deaths-per-million trendline is characterized by a strong growth (reaching and overcoming France 

by the last week of May) which, contrary to the majority of countries in the graph, does not show 

signs of flattening. Nevertheless, the increasingly critical Covid-19 death curve does not match with 

its overall macroeconomic indicators, showing no change in inflation since the March and April and 

a slightly improving industrial production index since the previous month (94.9 against 93.7). Its 

unemployment rate is increasing, although to a marginally lower extent as in April (+0.8% against 

+1.1%). 

 

Belgium’s cumulative death toll curve, which became the highest in Europe in late April, is now 

following the general flattening behaviour. The country’s data point lies distant from the suffering 

clusters #1 and #2 (Figure 22): its industrial productivity, whose index fell from 107 to 95 between 

March and April, has already experienced a recovery, reaching higher values than during the 

implementation of lockdown (108). 
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• June 

 

 
Figure 24. K-means clustering of macroeconomic variables, June month 

 

Model’s statistics: 

TWSS: 28.2 

BSS: 58.7 

 

Cluster centroids 

value: 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

1 0.39 -0.22 0.9 

2 -0.42 3.02 -0.98 

3 -1.14 -0.24 -0.15 

4 0.69 -0.17 -1.21 
Table 24. Values of clusters’ centroids in k-means partitioning, June month. 

Average non-

normalized values 

per cluster (June) 

Industrial Production Unemployment rate Consumer Price Index 

1 101.8 5.9 109.5 

2 96.9 16.4 103.2 

3 90.4 5.9 106.1 

4 106.9 6.1 102.3 
Table 25. Average values of clusters in k-means partitioning, June month, original dataset’s scale. 

Europe’s economic distress continues through June, with clusters’ structure remaining roughly 

similar in datapoints. Countries lie less spread within each cluster than in May, with total within 

sum of squares metrics reporting a lower value than the previous one for the first time since the 

beginning of the pandemic (TWSS = 28), but still being higher than TWSS in March (23) and April 

(26) months. 
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However, despite being less internally consistent than in the beginning of lockdown measures, 

clusters have become closer to each other, as the general dissimilarity among the different 

countries’ performances has faded after several phases of the recession. 

This is understood from the models’ BWSS measure, which has been constantly decreasing during 

spring, mostly between April and May, only to slightly increase again in June. 

 

 BetweenSS 

March 63.3 

April 60.1 

May 56 

June 58.7 
Table 26. Between sum of squares in k-means partitioning, March to June months. 

It must be in fact noted that industrial production index has begun rising strongly throughout the 

continent, despite not yet reaching pre-lockdown levels for most countries: the Italian-French-

British-German cluster (here assigned cluster #3) registers the highest value in average industrial 

production since the beginning of the concerned period, and itself being the first increasing value 

compared to that of the previous model. The two remaining clusters containing European countries 

(aside from the outlying Greece-Spain group), show both an average industrial production higher 

than 100, which had not happened since March (although a slight change in the composition of their 

members must be taken into account). 

 On the other hand, the general trend includes still increasing unemployment rate and generally 

stable inflation. 

 

June is the month in which national lockdown measures begin differing from each other with great 

variety across Europe: despite generally lower indexes, no general trend emerges as clearly as in 

March-April (tightening of measures) and May (softening of measures). Strict enforcers such as 

Spain, Italy and France lower soften their lockdowns to respectively 39 (June 21st), 44 (June 2nd, 

later 55 from June 15th) and 51 (June 21st), while the United Kingdom and Portugal maintain harder 

containment measures (72 and 71). 

It is not uncommon to observe countries softening first their measures only to raise them shortly 

afterwards. 

 

It is now worth focusing on the development of the countries taken into consideration so far, 

together with the few which experienced notable changes in the last month: Ireland and 

Netherland’s experience sudden shifts on the graph, as the first one moves back to its previous 

cluster, due to a strong increase in industrial production (85 to 97) and a slight increase in consumer 

price index (0.4). The latter, instead, joins Italy, France and UK’s cluster, despite never having 

imposed as strict lockdowns (the Netherlands’ stringency index topped at 79 between March 31st to 

May 10th).  

This is, however, not due to a sudden deterioration of the Netherlands’ macroeconomic variables: 

instead, the country fails to follow the general trend of improvement in industrial production which 

is registered throughout the continent (Figure 25). 
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What used to be a favourable index in the months of hard lockdown measures, as compared to the 

most hit countries (the Netherlands’ industrial production lied between 93 and 94 in mid- through 

late spring, while Italy, France and the UK’s spanned between 59 and 84), has become an almost 

average value in the beginning of the summer among the latter three countries (respectively having 

91.2, 91.5, 90.2, with Netherlands = 94). 

 

Lockdown measures in the Netherlands are comparable to those of its cluster in June month (62 

until the 14th, 59 since the 15th), with no sudden surge in either death toll, number of cases or 

fatality rate. Ireland, instead, softened its measures to S.I. = 38 only by the 27th, before which they 

had remained at value 72. 

 

May and June’s shorter square distance between hard-hit, strictly contained countries’ industrial 

production and that of nations which experienced less dramatic developments both for what 

concerns death toll and lockdowns may derive from the fact that the latter countries did not endure 

harsh economic declines in the first place, making it therefore unlikely to experience as fast and 

sharp recoveries as the other set of economies. Rather than a sudden impoverishment of wealthier 

economies, this effect can be considered as an in-group stabilization of production following 

spring’s shock. 

 

Plotting the of monthly production indexes of the most relevant countries from the discussion above 

confirms the increasing vicinity of the economies’ industrial output. 

 

 

Yellow: Sweden 

Orange: Netherlands 

Black: United Kingdom 

Red: France 

Blue: Italy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 25. Monthly industrial production in absolute, harmonized values, March-August. 

 

Sweden’s position in the graph is held stable due to a sharp increase in industrial production (94.9 

to 101), making it reach index 100 (2015’s industrial output) before any other country in the graph. 

An increase is registered in its inflation rate (108) is registered as well, for the first time since the 

first wave of lockdowns (107 throughout spring).  

However, its marginal increase in the unemployment rate is equal to its previous record (+0.8%). 
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  Sweden’s development appears counterintuitive when compared to UK’s and Ireland’s previous 

economic reaction to rising deaths and cases, as seen in the light of June’s Covid-19 statistics: while 

the continent’s general curve of new cases lies further on a flattening phase, Sweden experiences a 

completely opposite trend, witnessing a rise in daily new cases incomparable to the other nations 

taken into consideration - although with declining fatality rates, similarly to them latter ones.  

 

  So far, the relationship between mobility and the growing number of cases in Sweden appears to 

be lighter than what was observed by the International Monetary Fund its generalized model, which 

instead has consistently caused the United Kingdom to shift negatively between clusters. 

 

 

 
Figure 26. Linear graph of new COVID-19 cases per country, rolling 7-day average. Source: Our World in Data 
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• July and August 

 

The last two monthly datasets adopt radically different behaviours than the previous models, with 

the outlying cluster composed by Spain and Greece being integrated in other clusters.  

Although most fitting based on the methodology behind the choice of Ks, the two models’ within 

sum of squares has become incomparably larger than those produced by the previous graphs, hence 

producing clusters of economies which are far too diverse to consistently group together and discuss 

their representative centroids.  

 

The between cluster sum of squares has experienced an unreliable sudden increase too, which 

makes the measure incomparable to that of the previous months. 

 

 March April May June July August  

TWSS 23 26 30 28 195 190 

BSS 63 60 56 58 2110 2114 
Table 27. Total within sum of squares and between sum of squares in k-means partitioning, March to August months. 

 

 
Figure 27.  K-means clustering of macroeconomic variables, July and August months 

 

As shown by the graph, Spain and Greece’s integration within other clusters, separately in July and 

later together in August, causes measures to be exaggeratedly high. It is however possible to 

examine the movement across the graph of the previously examined economies by extracting their 

individual values from a distance matrix, not taking the k-means-generated partition into 

consideration. 

Sweden represents here the most notable observation, due its sudden shift away from the Italy-

France-UK cluster, after having constantly become closer during spring. Calling the in-matrix 

Euclidean distance on the different datasets, the distance between Sweden and France (the latter 

being used as a proxy for its cluster, due to it usually lying close to the centroid) confirms the 

observation. 

 

SE-FR 

distance 

March April May June July August  

 2.45 1.87 1.54 1.68 19 11 
Table 28. Euclidean distance between Sweden and France’s three concerned macroeconomic indicators, March to August months. 
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Industrial production index throughout every period, plotted with concern to explain June’s 

findings, has not shown relevant shifts in values which would explain July’s strong distancing from 

the hardest-hit and most stringent countries – instead, the trendline portrayed a common recovery in 

the selected economies, despite their different speeds. 

 

The answer can be found in the Swedish unemployment rate, which experiences a strong, negative 

turn in summertime (-0.9% in July, -0.1% in August), while the other selected countries continue 

experiencing an increasing (or weakly stable) trend, with the only notable exception of Italy in 

August (-1.1%). 

 
      

 

Yellow: Sweden 

Orange: Netherlands 

Black: United Kingdom 

Red: France 

Blue: Italy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28. Monthly unemployment rate, March-August. 

 

Concerning the outlying group of Greece and Spain, the latter country has joined the strong 

recovery trend in industrial production which characterises the continent.  

  It must be however noted that the Greek industrial production index had already reached 100 in 

June, with lowest recorded value being 98.4 in April.  

Despite not having fully recovered since the beginning of European lockdowns (its industrial 

production equalled 108 in March), the Greek macroeconomic variables do not show a deterioration 

as sudden and dramatic as that which the other southern European countries experienced during the 

March-May recession, and its notable Euclidean distance from the other nations in the six 

partitioning-based graphs above is instead attributable to the high unemployment rates which were 

already affecting the country before the coronavirus-triggered recession. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

The research here conducted aimed at answering the general question:  

 

• What are the relationships between European economies, the first wave of the Covid-19 

pandemic and the consequential national containment measures? 

 

From this question, the study has been divided into two researches, respectively analysing financial 

and macroeconomic trends throughout the continent. 

 

In the first part, three regression models have been built upon the relationship between four 

European stock market daily closing values (FTSE 100, MIB 40, DAX 30, CAC 40) and their 

respective country’s national lockdown measures and daily new cases of Covid-19 relatively to the 

size of the population: two of these regression models were dynamic (ARIMAX and Distributed 

Lag) and one was static (Multiple Linear Regression), all of them built on stationary time series 

data. 

 

The latter model has been first examined based on its in-test statistics, in order to test for the 

statistical significance of a linear relationship: the question whether a linear relationship could be 

consistently found significant across the four countries constituted the first research hypothesis.  

Only one of these four multiple linear regressions proved to be significant as a whole, and with only 

one variable specifically significant, hence not providing sufficient evidence to support the 

statement of a consistent, linear relationship across the several models: this statement deriving from 

the first research hypothesis has therefore been discarded. 

 

Secondly, both the static and the dynamic models have been compared by testing their predictive 

accuracy on a new observation set of explanatory variables, whose resulting forecast was evaluated 

through error estimators: root-mean square error (RMSE) and mean-absolute percentage error 

(MAPE). In three out of four cases, the smallest reported error estimates derived from the 

distributed lag models’ forecasts, hence selecting it as the best-fitting model.  

 

  However, the directional relationship provided by the covariance of predicted and actual 

observations, generally more consistent in the other two models, suggested the presence of a 

systematic bias in their construction, possibly deriving from the incompleteness of the equation, i.e. 

the existence of relevant explanatory variables which may have remained hidden from the models. 

 

The second research hypothesis, which stated the presence of a consistently predictable relationship 

between the concerned variables across the four concerned cases, was therefore accepted on the 

base of prediction error estimates. 

 

  It has furthermore been observed that, among the two explanatory variables in the distributed lag 

model, the coefficients of the index describing the strictness of government containment measures 

had a higher standard deviation than those of the other regressor (daily new cases of Covid-19), 

signifying a higher volatility in the impact of lockdown measures on stock market performances. In 
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three cases out of four, the stringency index regressor’s coefficients averaged to a negative value, 

while the opposite trend was observed in the daily new cases variable’s coefficients. Lastly, none of 

the two regressors has emerged as consistently having the biggest impact on the regressand, as 

observed from the absolute average value of their coefficients. 

  These last observations emerged once the distributed lag models were again performed with 

normalized variables, in order for different scales not to alter interpretability of results. 

 

The second part of the study consisted of an explanatory data analysis based on partitioning-based 

k-means clustering algorithms built upon three monthly macroeconomic variables (Industrial 

Production Index; Unemployment rate; Consumer Price Index) from thirty European countries.  

The unsupervised learning algorithms employed Euclidean distance and dimensionality reduction in 

order to classify and visualize the concerned countries into clusters (k) on a two-dimensional graph.  

 

The composition of the clusters, together with their distance metrics, has been compared through 

the different months to observe notable changes both in the overall disposition and in the individual 

countries’ group membership during the first six months of the economic recession triggered by the 

first wave of Covid-19 (March-August 2020).  

The algorithm was set to search four optimal clusters, since four emerged as the best-optimizing 

number of ks in regard to the clusters’ internal consistency: the metrics employed to evaluate the 

latter was the total within-cluster sum of squares, which measures the Euclidean distance between a 

cluster’s centroid and its data points. 

 

Information regarding the concerned countries’ lockdown stringency, their Covid-19 spread and 

death toll has been included to provide a contextualization of notable changes in the clusters’ 

composition and notable changes in countries’ memberships. 

 

The medium-term macroeconomic output of different government containment approaches 

suggested that countries whose governments implement strict containment measures experience – to 

a roughly consistent extent – a deep industrial recession first, followed by a strong recovery in late 

spring and summertime, reaching overall higher values than those experienced in the early phases 

of the pandemics (Italy and France being notable examples), while nations which implemented late 

lockdowns or no strict lockdown at all showed diverging patterns: the United Kingdom, whose 

containment measures were never as strict as the lockdowns enforced in Italy and France, joined the 

latter countries’ cluster during the recession, and did not experience as strong an industrial recovery 

to pre-pandemics phase as they did.  

 

The result would suggest the individual precautionary measures in response to the spread of the 

virus as the cause behind macroeconomic deterioration, similarly to studies presented in the 

literature review, which focused on the correlation between mobility and the spread of the virus. 

   

On the other side, Sweden, which notably opposed the strictly-enforcing containment approach, did 

not incur in an equally strong recession, and maintained a high enough degree of distance not to join 

the strictly-enforcers’ cluster, which was instead the fate of the United Kingdom. 

Except for a period of rising unemployment rate, the Swedish economy seems not to have 

responded with fear and individual precaution to the uncontrolled and rising death toll. 
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Although this may be rewarding in the immediate term, evidence shows no certainty that it will 

preserve the economy over several months, nor that the relationship can be consistent at all, as 

shown by the Netherlands’ mediocre industrial performance throughout the period of analysis, and 

its membership – together with Germany – in the Italian-French cluster, despite none of the two had 

enforced as strict measures as the latter countries. 
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8. Rstudio Codes 
 

library(aTSA) 

library(BBmisc) 

library(forecast) 

library(TSA) 

library(readxl) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(EnvStats) 

library(factoextra) 

library(cluster) 

library(MLmetrics) 

library(dLagM) 

library(car) 

 

#FTSE 100 

FTSE <- read.csv("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/FTSE HistoricalPrices.csv") 

FTSE_close <- FTSE[,c(1,5)] 

View(FTSE_close) 

FTSE_close$Close <- rev(FTSE_close$Close) 

FTSE_close$Date <- rev(FTSE_close$Date) 

 

FTSE_close <- FTSE_close[-c(187:195),] 

 

FTSE_normal <- FTSE_close 

FTSE_normal$Close <- normalize(FTSE_normal$Close) 

plot(FTSE_normal$Close, main = "FTSE 100, normalized", ylab="FTSE 100, closing value") 

 

min(FTSE_normal$Close) 

subset(FTSE_normal, Close==min(FTSE_normal$Close), Date) 

max(FTSE_normal$Close) 

subset(FTSE_normal, Close==max(FTSE_normal$Close), Date) 

 

FTSE_stat <- ts(diff(FTSE_close$Close)) 

adf.test(FTSE_stat) 

 

 

#FTSE Mib 40 

MIB <- read.csv("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/Mib historical prices.csv") 

MIB_close <- MIB[,c(1,5)] 

View(MIB_close) 

MIB_close$Close <- rev(MIB_close$Close) 

MIB_close$Date <- rev(MIB_close$Date) 

 

MIB_close <- MIB_close[-c(187:195),] 

 

 

MIB_normal <- MIB_close 
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MIB_normal$Close <- normalize(MIB_normal$Close) 

 

plot(MIB_normal$Close, main="MIB 40, normalized", ylab="MIB 40, Closing value") 

 

min(MIB_normal$Close) 

subset(MIB_normal, Close==min(MIB_normal$Close), Date) 

max(MIB_normal$Close) 

subset(MIB_normal, Close==max(MIB_normal$Close), Date) 

 

MIB_stat <- ts(diff(MIB_close$Close)) 

adf.test(MIB_stat) 

 

#DAX 30 

DAX <- read.csv("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/DAX historical prices.csv") 

DAX_close <- DAX[,c(1,5)] 

View(DAX_close) 

DAX_close$Close <- rev(DAX_close$Close) 

DAX_close$Date <- rev(DAX_close$Date) 

 

DAX_close <- DAX_close[-c(186:195),] 

 

DAX_normal <- DAX_close 

DAX_normal$Close <- normalize(DAX_normal$Close) 

 

plot(DAX_normal$Close, main="DAX 30, normalized", ylab="DAX 30, Closing value") 

 

min(DAX_normal$Close) 

subset(DAX_normal, Close==min(DAX_normal$Close), Date) 

max(DAX_normal$Close) 

subset(DAX_normal, Close==max(DAX_normal$Close), Date) 

 

DAX_stat <- ts(diff(DAX_close$Close)) 

adf.test(DAX_stat) 

 

#CAC40 

CAC <- read.csv("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/CAC40 Historical Price.csv") 

CAC_close <- CAC[,c(1,5)] 

View(CAC_close) 

CAC_close$Close <- rev(CAC_close$Close) 

CAC_close$Date <- rev(CAC_close$Date) 

 

CAC_close <- CAC_close[-c(187:195),] 

 

CAC_normal <- CAC_close 

CAC_normal$Close <- normalize(CAC_normal$Close) 

 

plot(CAC_normal$Close, main="CAC 40, normalized", ylab="CAC 40, Closing value") 

 

min(CAC_normal$Close) 
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subset(CAC_normal, Close==min(CAC_normal$Close), Date) 

max(CAC_normal$Close) 

subset(CAC_normal, Close==max(CAC_normal$Close), Date) 

 

CAC_stat <- ts(diff(CAC_close$Close)) 

adf.test(CAC_stat) 

 

 

#Stringency Index 

 

Countries_lockdown_stringency <- read_excel( 

  "C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/Stringency Index.xlsx" 

) 

View(Countries_lockdown_stringency) 

 

plot(Countries_lockdown_stringency$Italy,  

     type="l", col="blue",  

     ylab="Stringency Index",  

     xlab="Days",  

     main="Stringency of national government's measures") 

lines(Countries_lockdown_stringency$France, col="red") 

lines(Countries_lockdown_stringency$`United Kingdom`, col="black") 

lines(Countries_lockdown_stringency$Germany, col="green") 

 

 

UK_Index <- read_excel( 

  "C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/UK Working Index.xlsx" 

  ) 

UK_Index <- as.numeric(unlist(UK_Index)) 

View(UK_Index) 

UK_Index_stat <- diff(UK_Index) 

 

IT_Index <- read_excel( 

  "C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/Italy Working Index.xlsx" 

) 

IT_Index <- as.numeric(unlist(IT_Index)) 

View(IT_Index) 

IT_Index_stat <- diff(IT_Index) 

 

GER_Index <- read_excel( 

  "C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/Germany Working Index.xlsx" 

) 

GER_Index <- as.numeric(unlist(GER_Index)) 

View(GER_Index) 

GER_Index_stat <- diff(GER_Index) 

 

FR_Index <- read_excel( 

  "C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/France Working Index.xlsx" 

) 
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FR_Index <- as.numeric(unlist(FR_Index)) 

View(FR_Index) 

FR_Index_stat <- diff(FR_Index) 

 

#COVID-19 cases per million inhabitants 

 

Covid_cases <- read.csv( 

  "C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/Coronavirus dataset.csv" 

) 

 

Italy_cases <- Covid_cases[c(26968:27298),c(4,6)] 

Germany_cases <- Covid_cases[c(20329:20659),c(4,6)] 

France_cases <- Covid_cases[c(18905:19235),c(4,6)] 

UK_cases <- Covid_cases[c(55201:55531),c(4,6)] 

 

rownames(Italy_cases) <- c(1:331) 

rownames(Germany_cases) <- c(1:331) 

rownames(France_cases) <- c(1:331) 

rownames(UK_cases) <- c(1:331) 

 

Italy_cases <- Italy_cases[-c( 

  1:34,40,41,47,48,54,55,61, 

  62,68,69,75,76,82,83,89,90, 

  96,97,102:105,110,111,117,118, 

  123:125,131,132,138,139,145,146,152,153, 

  159,160,166,167,173,174,180,181, 

  187,188,194,195,201,202,208,209, 

  215,216,222,223,229,230,236,237,243,244, 

  250,251,257,258,264,265,271,272, 

  278,279,285,286,292,293,298:331 

) 

,] 

 

Germany_cases <- Germany_cases[-c( 

  1:34,40,41,47,48,54,55,61, 

  62,68,69,75,76,82,83,89,90, 

  96,97,102:105,110,111,117,118, 

  123:125,131,132,138,139,145,146,152,153,154, 

  159,160,166,167,173,174,180,181, 

  187,188,194,195,201,202,208,209, 

  215,216,222,223,229,230,236,237,243,244, 

  250,251,257,258,264,265,271,272, 

  278,279,285,286,292,293,298:331 

) 

,] 

 

France_cases <- France_cases[-c( 

  1:34,40,41,47,48,54,55,61, 

  62,68,69,75,76,82,83,89,90, 
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  96,97,102:105,110,111,117,118, 

  123:125,131,132,138,139,145,146,152,153, 

  159,160,166,167,173,174,180,181, 

  187,188,194,195,201,202,208,209, 

  215,216,222,223,229,230,236,237,243,244, 

  250,251,257,258,264,265,271,272, 

  278,279,285,286,292,293,298:331 

) 

,] 

 

UK_cases <- UK_cases[-c( 

  1:34,40,41,47,48,54,55,61, 

  62,68,69,75,76,82,83,89,90, 

  96,97,103,104,110,111,117,118, 

  124,125,130,131,132,138,139,145:147,152,153, 

  159,160,166,167,173,174,180,181, 

  187,188,194,195,201,202,208,209, 

  215,216,222,223,229,230,236,237,243:245, 

  250,251,257,258,264,265,271,272, 

  278,279,285,286,292,293,298:331 

) 

,] 

 

Italy_cases_million <- Italy_cases$new_cases/60.4 

Germany_cases_million <- Germany_cases$new_cases/83.7 

France_cases_million <- France_cases$new_cases/67 

UK_cases_million <- UK_cases$new_cases/67.8 

 

 

 

plot(Italy_cases_million,  

     type="l", col="blue",  

     ylab="Number of cases",  

     xlab="Days",  

     main="Daily new cases of COVID-19 per million people") 

lines(France_cases_million, col="red") 

lines(UK_cases_million, col="black") 

lines(Germany_cases_million, col="green") 

 

max(Italy_cases_million) 

max(Germany_cases_million) 

max(France_cases_million) 

max(UK_cases_million) 

 

Italy_cases_stat <- diff(Italy_cases_million) 

Germany_cases_stat <- diff(Germany_cases_million) 

France_cases_stat <- diff(France_cases_million) 

UK_cases_stat <- diff(UK_cases_million) 
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#Gauss-Markov, checking 

 

 

plot(UK_linearity <- lm(FTSE_stat~UK_Index_stat+UK_cases_stat)) 

plot(IT_linearity <- lm(MIB_stat~IT_Index_stat+Italy_cases_stat)) 

plot(GER_linearity <- lm(DAX_stat~GER_Index_stat+Germany_cases_stat)) 

plot(FR_linearity <- lm(CAC_stat~FR_Index_stat+France_cases_stat)) 

 

cor.test(UK_Index,UK_cases_million) 

cor.test(IT_Index,Italy_cases_million) 

cor.test(GER_Index,Germany_cases_million) 

cor.test(FR_Index,France_cases_million) 

 

# Training and testing sets 

 

##UK 

 

FTSE_train <- ts(FTSE_stat[1:148]) 

FTSE_test <- ts(FTSE_stat[149:185]) 

 

 

UK_data_train <- data.frame(FTSE_train,UK_Index_stat[1:148],UK_cases_stat[1:148]) 

colnames(UK_data_train) <- c("FTSE_train", "UK_Index_stat", "UK_cases_stat") 

 

UK_data_test <- data.frame(UK_Index_stat[149:185],UK_cases_stat[149:185]) 

colnames(UK_data_test) <- c("UK_Index_stat", "UK_cases_stat") 

 

##IT 

 

MIB_train <- ts(MIB_stat[1:148]) 

MIB_test <- ts(MIB_stat[149:185]) 

 

IT_data_train <- data.frame(MIB_train,IT_Index_stat[1:148],Italy_cases_stat[1:148]) 

colnames(IT_data_train) <- c("MIB_train", "IT_Index_stat", "Italy_cases_stat") 

 

IT_data_test <- data.frame(IT_Index_stat[149:185],Italy_cases_stat[149:185]) 

colnames(IT_data_test) <- c("IT_Index_stat", "Italy_cases_stat") 

 

##GER 

 

DAX_train <- ts(DAX_stat[1:148]) 

DAX_test <- ts(DAX_stat[149:184]) 

 

GER_data_train <- data.frame(DAX_train,GER_Index_stat[1:148],Germany_cases_stat[1:148]) 

colnames(GER_data_train) <- c("DAX_train", "GER_Index_stat", "Germany_cases_stat") 

 

GER_data_test <- data.frame(GER_Index_stat[149:184],Germany_cases_stat[149:184]) 

colnames(GER_data_test) <- c("GER_Index_stat", "Germany_cases_stat") 
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##FR 

 

CAC_train <- ts(CAC_stat[1:148]) 

CAC_test <- ts(CAC_stat[149:185]) 

 

FR_data_train <- data.frame(CAC_train,FR_Index_stat[1:148],France_cases_stat[1:148]) 

colnames(FR_data_train) <- c("CAC_train", "FR_Index_stat", "France_cases_stat") 

 

FR_data_test <- data.frame(FR_Index_stat[149:185],France_cases_stat[149:185]) 

colnames(FR_data_test) <- c("FR_Index_stat", "France_cases_stat") 

 

# Modelling OLS 

 

##FTSE 

 

ols_FTSE <- lm(FTSE_train~., data=UK_data_train) 

summary(ols_FTSE) 

ols_FTSE$coefficients 

ols_FTSE_prediction <- forecast::forecast(ols_FTSE, newdata=UK_data_test) 

 

FTSE_comparison_ols <- data.frame(ols_FTSE_prediction$mean, FTSE_test, Days <- c(1:37)) 

ggplot(data=FTSE_comparison_ols, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=ols_FTSE_prediction$mean), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=ols_FTSE_prediction$mean), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=FTSE_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=FTSE_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("FTSE values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real FTSE values, Multiple Linear Regression") 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ols_FTSE_prediction$mean, FTSE_test) 

RMSE(ts(ols_FTSE_prediction$mean), FTSE_test) 

 

##MIB 

 

ols_MIB <- lm(MIB_train~., data=IT_data_train) 

summary(ols_MIB) 

ols_MIB$coefficients 

ols_MIB_prediction <- forecast::forecast(ols_MIB, newdata=IT_data_test) 

 

 

MIB_comparison_ols <- data.frame(ols_MIB_prediction$mean, MIB_test, Days <- c(1:37)) 

ggplot(data=MIB_comparison_ols, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=ols_MIB_prediction$mean), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=ols_MIB_prediction$mean), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=MIB_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=MIB_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("MIB values") + 
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  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real MIB values, Multiple Linear Regression") 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ols_MIB_prediction$mean, MIB_test) 

RMSE(ts(ols_MIB_prediction$mean), MIB_test) 

 

##DAX 

 

ols_DAX <- lm(DAX_train~., data=GER_data_train) 

summary(ols_DAX) 

ols_DAX$coefficients 

 

ols_DAX_prediction <- forecast::forecast(ols_DAX, newdata=GER_data_test) 

 

 

DAX_comparison_ols <- data.frame(ols_DAX_prediction$mean, DAX_test, Days <- c(1:36)) 

ggplot(data=DAX_comparison_ols, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=ols_DAX_prediction$mean), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=ols_DAX_prediction$mean), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=DAX_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=DAX_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("DAX values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real DAX values, Multiple Linear Regression") 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ols_DAX_prediction$mean, DAX_test) 

RMSE(ts(ols_DAX_prediction$mean), DAX_test) 

 

 

##CAC 

 

ols_CAC <- lm(CAC_train~., data=FR_data_train) 

summary(ols_CAC) 

ols_CAC$coefficients 

ols_CAC_prediction <- forecast::forecast(ols_CAC, newdata=FR_data_test) 

 

CAC_comparison_ols <- data.frame(ols_CAC_prediction$mean, CAC_test, Days <- c(1:37)) 

 

 

ggplot(data=CAC_comparison_ols, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=ols_CAC_prediction$mean), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=ols_CAC_prediction$mean), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=CAC_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=CAC_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("CAC values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real CAC values, Multiple Linear Regression") 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ols_CAC_prediction$mean, CAC_test) 

RMSE(ts(ols_CAC_prediction$mean), CAC_test) 
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#Modeling ARIMAX 

 

##UK 

auto.arima(FTSE_close$Close) 

 

##IT 

auto.arima(MIB_close$Close) 

MIB_train_arimax <- data.frame(IT_Index_stat[1:148],Italy_cases_stat[1:148]) 

MIB_test_arimax <- data.frame(IT_Index_stat[149:185],Italy_cases_stat[149:185]) 

 

 

arimax_MIB <- Arima(MIB_stat[1:148], order = c(1,0,2), xreg=ts(MIB_train_arimax)) 

arimax_MIB_forecast <- forecast::forecast(arimax_MIB,xreg=ts(MIB_test_arimax)) 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ts(arimax_MIB_forecast$mean), MIB_stat[149:185]) 

RMSE(ts(arimax_MIB_forecast$mean), MIB_stat[149:185]) 

 

MIB_comparison_arimax <- data.frame( 

  as.numeric(arimax_MIB_forecast$mean),  

  MIB_test,  

  Days <- c(1:37) 

  ) 

ggplot(data=MIB_comparison_arimax, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=arimax_MIB_forecast$mean), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=arimax_MIB_forecast$mean), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=MIB_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=MIB_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("MIB values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real MIB values, ARIMAX") 

 

##DAX 

auto.arima(DAX_close$Close) 

 

##CAC 

auto.arima(CAC_close$Close) 

 

CAC_train_arimax <- data.frame(FR_Index_stat[1:148],France_cases_stat[1:148]) 

CAC_test_arimax <- data.frame(FR_Index_stat[149:185],France_cases_stat[149:185]) 

 

 

arimax_CAC <- Arima(CAC_stat[1:148], order = c(3,1,0), xreg=ts(CAC_train_arimax)) 

arimax_CAC_forecast <- forecast::forecast(arimax_CAC,xreg=ts(CAC_test_arimax)) 

 

CAC_comparison_arimax <- data.frame( 

  as.numeric(arimax_CAC_forecast$mean),  

  CAC_test, Days <- c(1:37) 

  ) 
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ggplot(data=CAC_comparison_arimax, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=arimax_CAC_forecast$mean), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=arimax_CAC_forecast$mean), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=CAC_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=CAC_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("CAC values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real CAC values, ARIMAX") 

 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ts(arimax_CAC_forecast$mean), CAC_test) 

RMSE(ts(arimax_CAC_forecast$mean), CAC_test) 

 

#Distributed Lag Model 

 

##UK 

 

UK_train_arimax <- data.frame(FTSE_train, UK_Index_stat[1:148],UK_cases_stat[1:148]) 

UK_test_arimax <- data.frame(UK_Index_stat[149:185],UK_cases_stat[149:185]) 

 

colnames(UK_train_arimax) <- c("FTSE_train", "UK_Index_stat", "UK_cases_stat") 

 

UK_dl_auto <- finiteDLMauto(formula = FTSE_train~UK_Index_stat+UK_cases_stat, 

              data = UK_train_arimax, 

              error.type="AIC") 

             

 

FTSE_dlm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = FTSE_train~UK_Index_stat+UK_cases_stat, 

               data = UK_train_arimax, 

               q=10) 

 

FTSE_dlm_forecast <- dLagM::forecast(FTSE_dlm,h=37,  

                                     x = c(UK_Index_stat[138:185],  

                                           UK_cases_stat[138:185])) 

FTSE_dlm_forecast 

 

FTSE_comparison_dlm <- data.frame(FTSE_dlm_forecast$forecasts, FTSE_test, Days <- c(1:37)) 

ggplot(data=FTSE_comparison_dlm, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=FTSE_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=FTSE_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=FTSE_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=FTSE_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("FTSE values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real FTSE values, Distributed Lag Model") 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ts(FTSE_dlm_forecast$forecasts), FTSE_stat[149:185]) 

RMSE(ts(FTSE_dlm_forecast$forecasts), FTSE_test) 
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plot(FTSE_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12],type="l", lwd=2, 

     main="Distributed lag coefficients, FTSE", 

     xlab="Lag", 

     ylab="Coefficient") 

lines(FTSE_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23],col="red", lwd=2) 

mean(FTSE_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(FTSE_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(FTSE_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(FTSE_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

 

##IT 

 

IT_train_arimax <- data.frame(ts(MIB_train), ts(IT_Index_stat[1:148]),ts(Italy_cases_stat[1:148])) 

IT_test_arimax <- data.frame(IT_Index_stat[149:185],Italy_cases_stat[149:185]) 

 

colnames(IT_train_arimax) <- c("MIB_train", "IT_Index_stat", "Italy_cases_stat") 

 

IT_dl_auto <- finiteDLMauto(formula = MIB_train~IT_Index_stat+Italy_cases_stat, 

                            data = IT_train_arimax, 

                            error.type= c("AIC")) 

 

MIB_dlm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = MIB_train~IT_Index_stat+Italy_cases_stat, 

                       data = IT_train_arimax, 

                       q = 10) 

 

 

MIB_dlm_forecast <- dLagM::forecast(MIB_dlm, 

                                    h=37,  

                                    x = c( 

                                      IT_Index_stat[139:185],  

                                      Italy_cases_stat[139:185]) 

                                    ) 

 

MIB_dlm_forecast 

 

MIB_comparison_dlm <- data.frame(MIB_dlm_forecast$forecasts, MIB_test, Days <- c(1:37)) 

ggplot(data=MIB_comparison_dlm, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=MIB_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=MIB_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=MIB_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=MIB_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("MIB values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real MIB values, Distributed Lag Model") 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ts(MIB_dlm_forecast$forecasts), MIB_stat[149:185]) 
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RMSE(ts(MIB_dlm_forecast$forecasts), MIB_stat[149:185]) 

 

plot(MIB_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12],type="l", lwd=2, 

     main="Distributed lag coefficients, MIB", 

     xlab="Lag", 

     ylab="Coefficient") 

lines(MIB_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23],col="red", lwd=2) 

mean(MIB_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(MIB_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(MIB_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(MIB_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

 

##DAX 

 

GER_train_arimax <- data.frame(ts(DAX_train), 

ts(GER_Index_stat[1:148]),ts(Germany_cases_stat[1:148])) 

GER_test_arimax <- data.frame(GER_Index_stat[149:185],Germany_cases_stat[149:185]) 

 

colnames(GER_train_arimax) <- c("DAX_train", "GER_Index_stat", "Germany_cases_stat") 

 

DAX_dl_auto <- finiteDLMauto(formula = DAX_train~GER_Index_stat+Germany_cases_stat, 

                            data = GER_train_arimax, 

                            error.type= c("AIC")) 

 

DAX_dlm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = DAX_train~GER_Index_stat+Germany_cases_stat, 

                      data = GER_train_arimax, 

                      q=10) 

 

DAX_dlm_forecast <- dLagM::forecast(DAX_dlm, 

                                    h=36,  

                                    x = c( 

                                      GER_Index_stat[139:184],  

                                      Germany_cases_stat[139:184])) 

 

DAX_comparison_dlm <- data.frame(DAX_dlm_forecast$forecasts, DAX_test, Days <- c(1:36)) 

ggplot(data=DAX_comparison_dlm, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=DAX_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=DAX_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=DAX_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=DAX_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 

  ylab("DAX values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real DAX values, Distributed Lag Model") 

 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ts(DAX_dlm_forecast$forecasts), DAX_stat[149:184]) 

RMSE(ts(DAX_dlm_forecast$forecasts), DAX_stat[149:184]) 
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plot(DAX_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12],type="l", lwd=2, 

     main="Distributed lag coefficients, DAX", 

     xlab="Lag", 

     ylab="Coefficient") 

lines(DAX_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23],col="red", lwd=2) 

mean(DAX_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(DAX_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(DAX_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(DAX_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

 

##CAC 

 

FR_train_arimax <- data.frame(ts(CAC_train), ts(FR_Index_stat[1:148]),ts(France_cases_stat[1:148])) 

FR_test_arimax <- data.frame(FR_Index_stat[149:185],France_cases_stat[149:185]) 

 

colnames(FR_train_arimax) <- c("CAC_train", "FR_Index_stat", "France_cases_stat") 

 

FR_dl_auto <- finiteDLMauto(formula = CAC_train~FR_Index_stat+France_cases_stat, 

                            data = FR_train_arimax, 

                            error.type= c("AIC")) 

 

CAC_dlm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = CAC_train~FR_Index_stat+France_cases_stat, 

                      data = FR_train_arimax, 

                      q=10) 

 

 

CAC_dlm_forecast <- dLagM::forecast(CAC_dlm, 

                                    h=37,  

                                    x = c( 

                                      FR_Index_stat[139:185],  

                                      France_cases_stat[139:185]) 

                                    ) 

 

CAC_dlm_forecast 

 

CAC_comparison_dlm <- data.frame( 

  CAC_dlm_forecast$forecasts,  

  CAC_test,  

  Days <- c(1:37)) 

ggplot(data=CAC_comparison_dlm, aes(x=Days)) + 

  geom_line(aes(y=CAC_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red", size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=CAC_dlm_forecast$forecasts), colour="red") + 

  geom_line(aes(y=CAC_test), size=0.8) + 

  geom_point(aes(y=CAC_test)) + 

  xlab("Days") + 
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  ylab("CAC values") + 

  ggtitle("Forecasted vs. real CAC values, Distributed Lag Model") 

 

 

MLmetrics::MAPE(ts(CAC_dlm_forecast$forecasts), CAC_stat[149:185]) 

RMSE(ts(CAC_dlm_forecast$forecasts), CAC_stat[149:185]) 

 

 

plot(CAC_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12],type="l", lwd=2, 

     main="Distributed lag coefficients, CAC", 

     xlab="Lag", 

     ylab="Coefficient") 

lines(CAC_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23],col="red", lwd=2) 

mean(CAC_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(CAC_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(CAC_dlm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(CAC_dlm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

##Covariances 

cov(ts(ols_FTSE_prediction$mean), ts(FTSE_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

cov(ts(FTSE_dlm_forecast$forecasts), ts(FTSE_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

 

cov(ts(ols_MIB_prediction$mean), ts(MIB_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

cov(ts(arimax_MIB_forecast$mean), ts(MIB_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

cov(ts(MIB_dlm_forecast$forecasts), ts(MIB_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

 

cov(ts(ols_DAX_prediction$mean), ts(DAX_stat[149:184]), method="pearson") 

cov(ts(DAX_dlm_forecast$forecasts), ts(DAX_stat[149:184]), method="pearson") 

 

cov(ts(ols_CAC_prediction$mean), ts(CAC_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

cov(ts(arimax_CAC_forecast$mean), ts(CAC_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

cov(ts(CAC_dlm_forecast$forecasts), ts(CAC_stat[149:185]), method="pearson") 

 

 

#K-means Clustering 

 

##March 

 

March <- read_excel("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/K-means clustering/March.xlsx") 

March_clean <- March[,-1] 

March_normal <- normalize(March_clean) 

March_matrix <- data.matrix(March_normal) 

rownames(March_matrix) <- March$Country 

 

bestk=0  

besttotwithinss=999999999 

mytotwithinss <- NULL 

for(auxk in  2:15){ 
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  set.seed(1) 

  myKmeansauxkmultistart <- kmeans(March_matrix, auxk, nstart=50) 

  mytotwithinss[auxk] = myKmeansauxkmultistart$tot.withinss 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) besttotwithinss = mytotwithinss[auxk]} 

plot(mytotwithinss, xlab="Number of clusters", ylab="TWSS") 

 

### Comparing Ks 

 

 

March_3 <- kmeans(March_matrix, 3, nstart=50) 

fviz_cluster(March_3, data=March_matrix, main="Cluster plot, K=3") 

 

March_4 <- kmeans(March_matrix, 4, nstart=50) 

fviz_cluster(March_4, data=March_matrix, main="Cluster plot, K=4") 

 

March_5 <- kmeans(March_matrix, 5, nstart=50) 

fviz_cluster(March_5, data=March_matrix,main="Cluster plot, K=5") 

 

March_3$tot.withinss 

March_4$tot.withinss 

March_5$tot.withinss 

 

##April 

 

April <- read_excel("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/K-means clustering/April.xlsx") 

April_clean <- April[,-1] 

April_normal <- normalize(April_clean) 

April_matrix <- data.matrix(April_normal) 

rownames(April_matrix) <- April$Countries 

 

bestk=0  

besttotwithinss=999999999 

mytotwithinss <- NULL 

for(auxk in  2:15){ 

  set.seed(1) 

  myKmeansauxkmultistart <- kmeans(April_matrix, auxk, nstart=50) 

  mytotwithinss[auxk] = myKmeansauxkmultistart$tot.withinss 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) besttotwithinss = mytotwithinss[auxk]} 

plot(mytotwithinss, xlab="Number of clusters", ylab="TWSS") 

 

##May 

 

May <- read_excel("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/K-means clustering/May.xlsx") 

May_clean <- May[,-1] 

May_normal <- normalize(May_clean) 

May_matrix <- data.matrix(May_normal) 

rownames(May_matrix) <- May$Countries 
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bestk=0  

besttotwithinss=999999999 

mytotwithinss <- NULL 

for(auxk in  2:15){ 

  set.seed(1) 

  myKmeansauxkmultistart <- kmeans(May_matrix, auxk, nstart=50) 

  mytotwithinss[auxk] = myKmeansauxkmultistart$tot.withinss 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) besttotwithinss = mytotwithinss[auxk]} 

plot(mytotwithinss, xlab="Number of clusters", ylab="TWSS") 

 

## June 

 

June <- read_excel("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/K-means clustering/June.xlsx") 

June_clean <- June[,-1] 

June_normal <- normalize(June_clean) 

June_matrix <- data.matrix(June_normal) 

rownames(June_matrix) <- June$Countries 

 

bestk=0  

besttotwithinss=999999999 

mytotwithinss <- NULL 

for(auxk in  2:15){ 

  set.seed(1) 

  myKmeansauxkmultistart <- kmeans(June_matrix, auxk, nstart=50) 

  mytotwithinss[auxk] = myKmeansauxkmultistart$tot.withinss 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) besttotwithinss = mytotwithinss[auxk]} 

plot(mytotwithinss, xlab="Number of clusters", ylab="TWSS") 

 

## July 

 

July <- read_excel("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/K-means clustering/July.xlsx") 

July_clean <- July[,-1] 

July_normal <- normalize(July_clean) 

July_matrix <- data.matrix(July_normal) 

rownames(July_matrix) <- July$Countries 

 

bestk=0  

besttotwithinss=999999999 

mytotwithinss <- NULL 

for(auxk in  2:15){ 

  set.seed(1) 

  myKmeansauxkmultistart <- kmeans(July_matrix, auxk, nstart=50) 

  mytotwithinss[auxk] = myKmeansauxkmultistart$tot.withinss 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) besttotwithinss = mytotwithinss[auxk]} 

plot(mytotwithinss, xlab="Number of clusters", ylab="TWSS") 
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## August 

August <- read_excel("C:/Users/valerio/Desktop/Tesi/Data/K-means clustering/August.xlsx") 

August_clean <- August[,-1] 

August_normal <- normalize(August_clean) 

August_matrix <- data.matrix(August_normal) 

rownames(August_matrix) <- August$Countries 

 

bestk=0  

besttotwithinss=999999999 

mytotwithinss <- NULL 

for(auxk in  2:15){ 

  set.seed(1) 

  myKmeansauxkmultistart <- kmeans(May_matrix, auxk, nstart=50) 

  mytotwithinss[auxk] = myKmeansauxkmultistart$tot.withinss 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

  if(besttotwithinss > mytotwithinss[auxk]) besttotwithinss = mytotwithinss[auxk]} 

plot(mytotwithinss, xlab="Number of clusters", ylab="TWSS") 

 

#K-Means models 

 

March_kmeans <- kmeans(March_matrix, 4, nstart=100) 

April_kmeans <- kmeans(April_matrix, 4, nstart=100) 

May_kmeans <- kmeans(May_matrix, 4, nstart=100) 

June_kmeans <- kmeans(June_matrix, 4, nstart=100) 

July_kmeans <- kmeans(July_matrix, 4, nstart=100) 

August_kmeans <- kmeans(August_matrix, 4, nstart=100) 

 

fviz_cluster(March_kmeans, data=March_matrix, main="March cluster plot") 

fviz_cluster(April_kmeans, data=April_matrix, main="April cluster plot") 

fviz_cluster(May_kmeans, data=May_matrix, main="May cluster plot") 

fviz_cluster(June_kmeans, data=June_matrix, main="June cluster plot") 

fviz_cluster(July_kmeans, data=July_matrix, main="July cluster plot") 

fviz_cluster(August_kmeans, data=August_matrix, main="August cluster plot") 

 

#Kmeans models summary statistics 

 

TWSS_comparison <- data.frame( 

  March_kmeans$tot.withinss, 

  April_kmeans$tot.withinss, 

  May_kmeans$tot.withinss, 

  June_kmeans$tot.withinss, 

  July_kmeans$tot.withinss, 

  August_kmeans$tot.withinss 

) 

 

March_kmeans$betweenss 

April_kmeans$betweenss 

May_kmeans$betweenss 
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June_kmeans$betweenss 

July_kmeans$betweenss 

August_kmeans$betweenss 

 

sort(March_kmeans$cluster) 

sort(April_kmeans$cluster) 

sort(May_kmeans$cluster) 

sort(June_kmeans$cluster) 

 

March_kmeans$center 

April_kmeans$center 

May_kmeans$center 

June_kmeans$center 

 

#Distance matrices 

 

March_distance <- get_dist(March_matrix) 

April_distance <- get_dist(April_matrix)   

May_distance <- get_dist(May_matrix) 

June_distance <- get_dist(June_matrix) 

   

fviz_dist( 

  July_distance <- get_dist(July_matrix) 

  ) 

 

fviz_dist( 

  August_distance <- get_dist(August_matrix) 

  ) 

 

#Some plots 

 

francia <- c(March[10,2], April[10,2], May[10,2], June[10,2], July[10,2], August[10,2]) 

svezia <- c(March[27,2], April[27,2], May[27,2], June[27,2],July[27,2], August[27,2]) 

italia <- c(March[12,2], April[12,2], May[12,2], June[12,2], July[12,2], August[12,2]) 

uk <- c(March[28,2], April[28,2], May[28,2], June[28,2], July[28,2], August[28,2]) 

olanda <- c(March[19,2], April[19,2], May[19,2], June[19,2], July[19,2], August[19,2]) 

 

Productions_Feb_June <- data.frame(as.numeric(francia), as.numeric(svezia), as.numeric(italia), 

as.numeric(uk), as.numeric(olanda)) 

month <- c(1,2,3,4,5,6) 

Productions_Feb_June$month <- month 

Productions_Feb_June <- as.data.frame(Productions_Feb_June) 

colnames(Productions_Feb_June) <- c("francia", "svezia", "italia", "uk", "olanda", "month") 

 

ggplot(Productions_Feb_June, aes(x=month)) +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = francia), color = "red") +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = svezia), color="yellow")  +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = italia), color="blue")  +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = olanda), color="orange") +  
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  geom_smooth(aes(y = uk), color="black")   

 

 

#Unemployment 

francia <- c(March[10,3], April[10,3], May[10,3], June[10,3], July[10,3], August[10,3]) 

svezia <- c(March[27,3], April[27,3], May[27,3], June[27,3],July[27,3], August[27,3]) 

italia <- c(March[12,3], April[12,3], May[12,3], June[12,3], July[12,3], August[12,3]) 

uk <- c(March[28,3], April[28,3], May[28,3], June[28,3], July[28,3], August[28,3]) 

olanda <- c(March[19,3], April[19,3], May[19,3], June[19,3], July[19,3], August[19,3]) 

 

Productions_Feb_June <- data.frame(as.numeric(francia), as.numeric(svezia), as.numeric(italia), 

as.numeric(uk), as.numeric(olanda)) 

month <- c(1,2,3,4,5,6) 

Productions_Feb_June$month <- month 

Productions_Feb_June <- as.data.frame(Productions_Feb_June) 

colnames(Productions_Feb_June) <- c("francia", "svezia", "italia", "uk", "olanda", "month") 

 

ggplot(Productions_Feb_June, aes(x=month)) +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = francia), color = "red") +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = svezia), color="yellow")  +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = italia), color="blue")  +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = olanda), color="orange") +  

  geom_smooth(aes(y = uk), color="black")   

 

 

#Optimizing average value retrieval 

 

Average_cluster_values <- function(x){ 

  data.frame( 

    (mean(x$`Industrial Production`)), 

    (mean(x$`Unemployment rates`)), 

    (mean(x$CPI)) 

  ) 

} 

 

#March Clusters 

 

cluster1_march <- March[c(8,9),] 

cluster2_march <- March[c(10,12,16,5,25,22),] 

cluster3_march <- March[c(11,13,18,24,4,7,26,30),] 

cluster4_march <- March[c(1,2,3,6,14,15,17,19,20,21,23,27,28,29),] 

 

Average_cluster_values(cluster1_march) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster2_march) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster3_march) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster4_march) 

 

#April Clusters 
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Average_cluster_values <- function(x){ 

  data.frame( 

    (mean(x$`Industrial Production`)), 

    (mean(x$`Unemployment rate`)), 

    (mean(x$CPI)) 

  ) 

} 

 

cluster1_april <- April[c(8,9),] 

cluster2_april <- April[c(1,2,6,14,15,18,19,20,21,27,29),] 

cluster3_april <- April[c(3,5,10,12,16,17,22,23,25,28),] 

cluster4_april <- April[c(4,7,11,13,24,26,30),] 

 

Average_cluster_values(cluster1_april) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster2_april) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster3_april) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster4_april) 

 

#May cluster 

 

cluster1_may <- May[c(2,5,7,10,12,16,22,25,28),] 

cluster2_may <- May[c(8,9),] 

cluster3_may <- May[c(4,11,13,24,26,30),] 

cluster4_may <- May[c(1,3,6,14,15,17,18,19,20,21,23,27,29),] 

 

Average_cluster_values(cluster1_may) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster2_may) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster3_may) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster4_may) 

 

#June cluster 

 

cluster1_june <- June[c(1,3,6,14,16,17,18,20,21,23,25,27,29),] 

cluster2_june <- June[c(8,9),] 

cluster3_june <- June[c(2,5,10,12,16,19,22,28),] 

cluster4_june <- June[c(4,7,11,13,24,26,30),] 

 

Average_cluster_values(cluster1_june) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster2_june) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster3_june) 

Average_cluster_values(cluster4_june) 

 

# Normalized Distributed Lag Models for comparable coefficients 

 

## UK 

 

UK_train_norm <- data.frame(normalize(as.numeric(FTSE_train)),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(UK_Index_stat[1:148])),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(UK_cases_stat[1:148])) 
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) 

 

colnames(UK_train_norm) <- c("FTSE_train", "UK_Index_stat", "UK_cases_stat") 

 

 

FTSE_dlm_norm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = FTSE_train~UK_Index_stat+UK_cases_stat, 

                       data = UK_train_norm, 

                       q=10) 

 

mean(FTSE_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(FTSE_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(FTSE_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(FTSE_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

## IT 

 

IT_train_norm <- data.frame(normalize(as.numeric(MIB_train)),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(IT_Index_stat[1:148])),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(Italy_cases_stat[1:148])) 

) 

 

colnames(IT_train_norm) <- c("MIB_train", "IT_Index_stat", "Italy_cases_stat") 

 

 

MIB_dlm_norm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = MIB_train~IT_Index_stat+Italy_cases_stat, 

                            data = IT_train_norm, 

                            q=10) 

 

mean(MIB_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(MIB_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(MIB_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(MIB_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

## GER 

 

GER_train_norm <- data.frame(normalize(as.numeric(DAX_train)),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(GER_Index_stat[1:148])),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(Germany_cases_stat[1:148])) 

) 

 

colnames(GER_train_norm) <- c("DAX_train", "GER_Index_stat", "Germany_cases_stat") 

 

 

DAX_dlm_norm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = DAX_train~GER_Index_stat+Germany_cases_stat, 

                           data = GER_train_norm, 

                           q=10) 
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mean(DAX_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(DAX_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(DAX_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(DAX_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

## FR 

 

FR_train_norm <- data.frame(normalize(as.numeric(CAC_train)),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(FR_Index_stat[1:148])),  

                            normalize(as.numeric(France_cases_stat[1:148])) 

) 

 

colnames(FR_train_norm) <- c("CAC_train", "FR_Index_stat", "France_cases_stat") 

 

CAC_dlm_norm <- dLagM::dlm(formula = CAC_train~FR_Index_stat+France_cases_stat, 

                           data = FR_train_norm, 

                           q=10) 

 

mean(CAC_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

mean(CAC_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 

 

sd(CAC_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[2:12]) 

sd(CAC_dlm_norm$model$coefficients[13:23]) 
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9. Appendices 
 

9.1. Monthly macroeconomics tables for partitioning-based k-means clustering, original 

scale 
 

Country           Industrial Production   Unemployment rates      CPI 
---------------  ----------------------  -------------------  ------- 
Belgium                           107.4                  5.0   108.32 
Bulgaria                          103.2                  4.7   106.46 
Czechia                            99.9                  1.9   110.80 
Denmark                           108.6                  4.9   102.70 
Germany                            89.7                  3.8   105.80 
Estonia                           106.3                  5.0   109.89 
Ireland                           114.3                  4.8   102.10 
Greece                            108.1                 16.3   102.51 
Spain                              89.9                 15.0   103.98 
France                             85.2                  7.6   105.34 
Croatia                           103.7                  7.3   102.68 
Italy                              74.5                  7.4   103.60 
Cyprus                            116.2                  7.2    99.59 
Latvia                            112.2                  7.6   109.35 
Lithuania                         116.4                  7.6   110.69 
Luxembourg                         79.0                  6.6   105.99 
Hungary                           105.2                  3.8   112.48 
Malta                             103.0                  3.9   103.68 
Netherlands                       100.8                  3.2   106.09 
Austria                           104.3                  4.9   108.50 
Poland                            116.0                  3.1   107.70 
Portugal                           95.2                  6.4   103.67 
Romania                           101.1                  4.7   110.47 
Slovenia                          114.9                  4.6   104.91 
Slovakia                           92.1                  5.9   108.34 
Finland                           113.4                  7.3   104.03 
Sweden                            111.7                  7.1   106.97 
United Kingdom                     96.6                  3.8   108.60 
Norway                            102.4                  3.6   111.70 
Switzerland                       112.7                  4.6   100.78 

Table 29. Macroeconomic values in March 
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Countries         Industrial Production   Unemployment rate      CPI 
---------------  ----------------------  ------------------  ------- 
Belgium                            95.2                 5.1   108.10 
Bulgaria                           91.2                 5.9   106.01 
Czechia                            75.2                 2.1   110.60 
Denmark                           103.1                 4.8   102.60 
Germany                            71.8                 4.3   106.20 
Estonia                            97.4                 6.2   109.52 
Ireland                            98.2                 4.6   101.70 
Greece                             98.4                15.8   102.39 
Spain                              69.9                15.3   104.35 
France                             67.3                 7.6   105.32 
Croatia                            95.7                 7.9   102.71 
Italy                              59.5                 6.4   104.10 
Cyprus                             83.2                 7.0    99.52 
Latvia                            103.9                 8.4   108.78 
Lithuania                         105.5                 8.1   110.86 
Luxembourg                         69.4                 7.3   105.10 
Hungary                            72.7                 4.1   111.95 
Malta                              96.0                 4.5   106.70 
Netherlands                        94.0                 3.6   107.14 
Austria                            87.6                 5.1   108.75 
Poland                             91.5                 3.1   107.70 
Portugal                           75.2                 6.3   104.46 
Romania                            72.9                 5.2   110.76 
Slovenia                           95.6                 5.2   103.56 
Slovakia                           66.5                 6.5   108.26 
Finland                           110.3                 8.1   103.58 
Sweden                             93.7                 8.2   106.58 
United Kingdom                     77.7                 3.5   108.50 
Norway                            101.6                 4.1   112.30 
Switzerland                       108.8                 4.5   100.87 

 Table 30. Macroeconomic values in April. 
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Countries         Industrial Production   Unemployment rate      CPI 
---------------  ----------------------  ------------------  ------- 
Belgium                           107.5                 4.9   107.92 
Bulgaria                           92.4                 6.0   105.76 
Czechia                            87.8                 2.4   111.10 
Denmark                           100.7                 5.2   102.50 
Germany                            78.5                 4.4   106.20 
Estonia                            97.3                 7.1   108.91 
Ireland                            85.5                 5.0   101.10 
Greece                             99.7                16.9   102.23 
Spain                              80.1                15.2   104.41 
France                             80.9                 6.6   105.49 
Croatia                            94.0                 7.8   102.58 
Italy                              84.3                 7.8   103.80 
Cyprus                            114.1                 6.7    99.62 
Latvia                            109.2                 8.6   108.50 
Lithuania                         113.7                 8.6   110.34 
Luxembourg                         78.7                 7.3   104.78 
Hungary                            85.6                 4.6   112.45 
Malta                              97.4                 4.5   108.02 
Netherlands                        93.5                 3.6   106.94 
Austria                            94.4                 5.7   107.82 
Poland                            103.4                 3.2   108.60 
Portugal                           77.4                 5.6   104.20 
Romania                            84.3                 5.4   110.77 
Slovenia                          104.9                 5.2   104.30 
Slovakia                           80.7                 6.7   108.58 
Finland                           108.2                10.6   103.52 
Sweden                             94.9                 9.0   107.25 
United Kingdom                     82.2                 3.6   108.50 
Norway                            100.6                 4.6   112.50 
Switzerland                       102.8                 4.5   100.65 

Table 31. Macroeconomic values in May. 
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Countries         Industrial Production   Unemployment rate      CPI 
---------------  ----------------------  ------------------  ------- 
Belgium                           105.1                 4.8   108.33 
Bulgaria                           98.0                 5.8   105.69 
Czechia                           101.4                 2.6   111.70 
Denmark                           105.2                 5.8   102.60 
Germany                            87.0                 4.5   106.90 
Estonia                           105.6                 8.0   109.67 
Ireland                            97.7                 5.7   101.50 
Greece                            102.9                17.3   101.56 
Spain                              90.9                15.5   104.87 
France                             91.5                 6.2   105.58 
Croatia                           102.1                 7.5   103.14 
Italy                              91.2                 9.2   103.80 
Cyprus                            117.8                 6.7    99.97 
Latvia                            117.3                 8.7   108.68 
Lithuania                         116.0                 9.0   110.81 
Luxembourg                         85.5                 7.2   105.72 
Hungary                           101.0                 4.8   112.92 
Malta                              97.3                 4.3   109.49 
Netherlands                        94.0                 4.2   107.45 
Austria                           101.9                 6.2   108.25 
Poland                            113.8                 3.1   109.20 
Portugal                           86.1                 6.9   105.50 
Romania                            98.0                 5.5   110.78 
Slovenia                          110.1                 5.0   105.21 
Slovakia                           98.1                 6.7   108.46 
Finland                           107.2                 7.9   103.77 
Sweden                            101.0                 9.8   107.93 
United Kingdom                     90.2                 3.9   108.60 
Norway                             98.6                 5.2   112.80 
Switzerland                       108.4                 4.7   100.53 

Table 32. Macroeconomic values in June. 
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Countries        Industrial Production    Unemployment rate      CPI 
---------------  ----------------------  ------------------  ------- 
Belgium          109.6                                  5.1   109.05 
Bulgaria         100.1                                  5.8   106.58 
Czechia          107.2                                  3.0   112.30 
Denmark          101                                    6.4   103.50 
Germany          89.4                                   4.5   106.40 
Estonia          108.2                                  7.6   109.69 
Ireland          111.2                                  6.9   101.30 
Greece           106.4                                 16.0   100.17 
Spain            100.6                                 16.0   103.23 
France           95.1                                   6.7   106.01 
Croatia          105.1                                  7.5   103.48 
Italy            97.9                                  10.3   103.10 
Cyprus           121                                    7.1    99.73 
Latvia           116.7                                  8.9   108.99 
Lithuania        118.9                                  9.3   110.53 
Luxembourg       89.7                                   7.1   105.40 
Hungary          107.8                                  4.6   114.25 
Malta            102                                    4.3   109.54 
Netherlands      96.7                                   4.2   108.42 
Austria          108.8                                  5.7   108.18 
Poland           120.5                                  3.1   109.10 
Portugal         97.7                                   7.5   103.38 
Romania          103.2                                  5.6   110.95 
Slovenia         118.5                                  4.9   105.05 
Slovakia         104.9                                  6.9   108.54 
Finland          108.1                                  7.7   104.07 
Sweden           104.3                                  8.9   108.18 
United Kingdom   94.9                                   4.5   109.10 
Norway           101.1                                  5.3   113.70 
Switzerland      :                                      5.1   100.63 

Table 33. Macroeconomic values in July. 
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Countries        Industrial production    Unemployment rate      CPI 
---------------  ----------------------  ------------------  ------- 
Belgium          109                                    5.3   107.38 
Bulgaria         101                                    5.8   107.01 
Czechia          106.3                                  2.8   112.30 
Denmark          103.6                                  6.3   103.10 
Germany          89.6                                   4.6   106.20 
Estonia          105.6                                  7.7   110.38 
Ireland          94.8                                   7.3   101.20 
Greece           105                                   16.0    99.45 
Spain            100.7                                 16.5   103.23 
France           96.1                                   7.6   105.89 
Croatia          103.9                                  7.5   103.27 
Italy            105.1                                  9.2   101.80 
Cyprus           121.3                                  7.5   100.50 
Latvia           116.1                                  8.6   108.53 
Lithuania        120.9                                  9.6   110.32 
Luxembourg       91.5                                   6.7   106.34 
Hungary          114.6                                  4.4   114.24 
Malta            103.5                                  4.2   110.35 
Netherlands      97.5                                   4.2   107.65 
Austria          107.7                                  5.4   107.81 
Poland           121.1                                  3.1   109.00 
Portugal         107.9                                  7.9   103.12 
Romania          107.2                                  5.4   110.93 
Slovenia         121                                    4.8   105.02 
Slovakia         109.5                                  7.0   108.41 
Finland          110                                    7.7   104.09 
Sweden           110.5                                  8.8   107.99 
United Kingdom   95.2                                   4.8   108.60 
Norway           102.2                                  5.3   113.10 
Switzerland      :                                      5.3   100.54 

Table 34. Macroeconomic values in August. 


